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TECHNICAL EVALUATION,300 AREA STEAM LINE FAILURE, JUNE 1993

1.0 INTRODUCTION

On June 7, 1993, a journeymanpower operator (JPO) was severely burned
and later died as a result of the failure of a 6-in. valve that occurred when
he attemptedto open main steam supply (MSS) valve MSS-25 in the U-3 valve
pit. The pit is located northwestof Building331 in the 300 Area of the
Hanford Site. Figure I-I shows a layout of the 300 Area steam piping system
includingthe U-3 steam valve pit. Figure I-2 shows a cutaway view of the
approximately10- by 13- by 16-ft-highvalve pit with its various steam valves
and connecting piping. Valvd MSS-25, an 8-in. valve, is located at the bottom
of the pit. The failed 6-in. valve was located at the top of the pit where it
branched from the upper portion of the 8-in. line at the 8- by 8- by 6-in. tee
and was then "blankedoff" with a blind flange.

At some time during the opening of valve MSS-25, the downstream 6-in.
valve located overhead (top of Figure I-I) faile6 completely. The valve's
upstream-sideflange remained attached to the flange near the tee while the
rest of the valve body, bonnet, stem, yoke, handle, and the attached blind
flange was jammed into its resting place between the vertical 8-in. line and
the south concrete wall of the pit, about 3 to 4 ft to the west and 4 to 6 ft
below its original point of attachment (FigureI-3).

The purpose of this technicalevaluationwas to determine the cause of
the accident that led to the failure of the 6-in. valve. The probable cause
for the 6-in. valve failurewas determined by visual,nondestructive,and
destructiveexaminationof the failed valve and by metallurgicalanalysis of
the fracturedregion of the valve. The cause of the accident was ultimately
identifiedby correlatingthe observed failuremode to the most probable
physical phenomenon. Thermal-hydraulicanalyses,component stress analyces,
and tests were performedto verify that the probable physical phenomenon could
be reasonably expected to produce the failure in the valve that was observed.

I-1



Figure I-I. 300 Area Piping System Layout.
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Fi*-ireI-2. Steam Valve Pit U-3.
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Figure I-3. In-PitPhoto ShowingSand-CoveredBroken 6-in. Valve.
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2.0 SUMMARY

Metallurgicalexaminationsof the failed valve indicatedthat the
material was sound, lt was free of any _ppreciablecasting defects.ldThere
was no corrosiondamage or evidence of st_,ess-corrosioncracking,a, there
were no apparent preexistingflaws or cracks that would have reduced the
strengthof the valve material. A fractographicanalysis indicatedthat the
fracturemechanismwas essentiallythe same for all fractured surfaces. These
results indicatethat the 6-in. valve failed because of over-pressurethat was
well beyond the pressure rating of the valve, not because of a material defect
or degradation.

Results from tensile and hardness tests performedon samples taken from
the valve material indicatethat the actual strength of the valve material was
less than the minimum value of 31,000 Ibf/in2 specified in ASTM A-126 for
Grade B cast iron. Average tensile strength was found to be 15,900 Ibf/in2.

In situ investigations,componenttesting, and a search of background
informationindicatedthat the 6-in. valve and related piping componentswere
in satisfactoryworking conditionbefore the accident. Results from these
investigationsrevealed no potential initiatorsfor the accident other than an
over-pressureof the 6-in. valve. However, the review of background
informationrevealed a discrepancybetween design pressure for the steam
system and the pressure rating of the 6-in. valve.

Detailed examinations(includingdisassembly)and testing were performed
on major componentstaken from pit U-3 relating to the accident. These
included8-in. valve MSS-25 and the steam trap. There was no evidence of
damage to either valve MSS-25 or the steam trap, and both components appeared
to operate satisfactorily.

The desiqn pressure and temperatureof the 300 Area steam system is

r_tuirng_ r tehae _aimlpedr 6-irn valve !s150 Ibr/in22at-366 °F. The p.ressures o
125 l e t a u of 353 F.bf/in , which corresponasso
Although the valve did not meet the design pressure and rating for the system,
the lower rating was not a contributingfactor in the accident. The normal

operatingpressure a_d temperatureat the steam-generatingstation is125 Ibf/in_ at 353 . At the time of the accident,the steam powerhouse was

operatingat 119 Ibf/in2,_nd the pressure at the U-3 steam valve pit wasestimated to be 110 Ibf/i • Therefore, the failed 6-in. valve was operating
within its allowablepressure and temperaturerating. The difference in

pressure between the valve pit and the powerhouse is due to friction losses as
the steam flows through the pipe.

Based on these investigationsand examinations,the phenomenon

postulated as capable of causing an excessiveover-pressureon the valve was
condensation-inducedwater hammer in the piping system. A comparison of other
potential initiatorsappears in Section8.0 of this report.

Condensation-inducedwater hammer occurs when cold water is introduced
into horizontal pipe sectionsthat contain steam. The large surface area of
the water causes the steam to condense,and the result is a decrease in steam

pressure at the steam/waterinterface. The combinationof reduced pressure• _ ,.,,..t,4- ,_m
and steam flow induces a water slug that tra_ = vu_e_ of st......As this

2-I
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steam pocket continuesto condense and reduce in pressure and volume, the slug
of water acceleratesuntil the steam pocket is gone. The moving slug of water
then strikesthe stationarywater in the pipe and creates a pressure shock
wave. As this shock wave travels through the piping system, it creates an
over-pressurepulse, referred to as a water hammer, on the system and its
components. The initialconditions in the steam system were such that a
condensation-inducedwater hammer was possible. BecauseMSS-25 had been
closed for about 9 months, a large amount of water (possiblycompletely
filling the pipe upstream of MSS-25) at a low temperature (probably55 °F) was
available.

The capability of a condensation-inducedwater hammer to fracture the
6-in. valve in the observedmanner was demonstratedby a thermal-hydraulic

• analysi_,performedto predict the magnitude of the over-pressureand by
component stress analyses performed to estimate the pressure required to cause
the 6-in. valve to fail. Results from these analyses show that a
condensation-inducedwater h_mmer could induce pressures sufficient to
fracture the valve.

Results of the thermal-hydraulicanalysis indicate that the magnitude of
the over-pressurefrom the condensation-inducedwater hammer is in the range
of about 1,500 to 3,000 Ibf/in2 for 0.01 secondsor 1,000 Ibf/in2 for
0.37 seconds, dependingon the location and mechanism generating the over-
pressure. Much higher pressure pulses are possible if the condensateupstream
of MSS-25 did not fill the entire line. The uncertaintyin the magnitude and
duration of the pressurepulse(s) reflects the uncertainty in initial
conditions.

The relevant analyticalresults were confirmedby scaled laboratory
experiments. These tests demonstratedthat condensation-inducedwater hammer
could occur and that large pressure pulses would be generated. Video and
transient pressure test data were recorded simultaneouslyin five of
the tests.

Results from the component stress analysis show that the over-press.ure
required to cause the 6-in. valve to fail is approximately2,300 Ibf/in2 by
the pressure load only. This pressure is based on a material tensile strength
of 31,000 Ibr/in2, the minimum value specifiedfor ASTM A-126 Grade B cast
iron, and does not includedynamic effects. This failure pressure will be
significantlylower if the measured ultimatematerial strength
(15,900Ibf/in") and dynamic amplificationof the load are used.
Amplificationof the load is caused by the structural respons; of the system
to the rapid pressure transient,which generates additional i Jertialloads on
the valve. Because the pressure transient is essentially an instantaneous
load, the maximum amplificationthat could theoreticallybe achieved would
nearly double the effect of the pressure load for the pressure pulse durations
stated above. Thus, the resulting pressure required to cause the valve to
fail using a 20,000 Ibf/in2 material strength and a dynamic amplification
factor of 1.7 would be about 1,100 Ibf/in_.

Temperaturegradientscreated by thermal shock to the valve during the
water hammer were not included in the estimate of the stress required to cause
the valve to fail. The calculated pressure pulse is largeenough to cause
failure, and because cast iron is brittle, failure at one point will lead to
Failure across the enti,_ ,al,= _,v,,.

2-2
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3.0 CONCLUSION

The conclusionof this technicalevaluation is that the 6-in. cast-iron
valve in valve pit U-3 failed from an over-pressureevent in the piping
system. This over-pressureevent was caused by condensation-inducedwater
hammer. When valve MSS-25 was opened, cold condensate (1,500 gal) that had
collected in approximately840 ft of underground8-in. line moved into the
upper horizontal sections of the piping system containinghigh-temperature
steam and created the conditionsnecessary for condensation-inducedwater
hammer to occur.

3-I
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4.0 GENERALDESCRIPTIONOF EVENTS

On Monday, June 7, 1993, at approximately7:18 p.m., a JPO was burned
fatallywhile attempting to open main steam isolationvalve MSS-25 at the
bottom of the U-3 steam valve pit in the 300 Area.

The work being performedwas in preparationfor a scheduled steam outage
to Building 324. Opening MSS-25, an 8-in. gate valve, was necessary to supply
steam to Building 337 during the outage. This valve is located aL the bottom
of a steam valve pit that is 20 ft below ground level. Valve MSS-25 had been
left closed after a steam outage during September 1992. Although this valve
normally was open du_'ingsystem operation,the decision was made after the
Septemberoutage not to enter the U-3 steam valve pit to open it because it
was not affectingsystem operationwhile closed, and a hazardouspit entry
was avoided.

LeavingMSS-25 closed during normal system operation allowed steam
pressureto be applied,without any flow, to both sides of the valve.
Valve MSS-25 is located at the low point at the end of a run of 8-in. pipe
approximately840-ft long. During the 8- to 9-month period in which this
valve was closed, this 840-ft run filled (or nearly filled)with condensate.

The JPO entered the U-3 steam valve pit. As he opened valve MSS-25, the
condensateflowed from its wet side into the steam-filledpipe on its
downstream side. A blanked-off6-in. gate valve located approximately10 ft
above MSS-25 failed circumferentiallyat its minimum diameter point adjacent
to the flange attaching it to the 6-in. pipe flange. This valve failure
allowed approximately110 Ibr/in2 steam to escape via the 6-in. pipe flange
into the U-3 steam valve pit.

4-I
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5.0 BACKGROUNDINFORMATION

5.1 SYSTEM DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS

No single site-specificset of design criteria has been identifiedthat
governs the entire evolutionof the U-3 steam valve pit and its piping; what
has been located are the general piping specificationsthat cover different
phases of the current configuration. The constructionspecificationsand
design drawings pertainingto steam piping systemsthat run through the U-3
steam valve pit, listed in Table 5-I, are referred to in the discussion below.

The initial designs for the constructionof the valve pit and the
configurationof the steam lines were completedin late 1965. The 8-in.
undergroundpipe that feeds into valve MSS-25 and the 4-in. undergroundpipe
that exits the east wall penetrationto supply steam to the 331 Buildings
should conform to the requirementsbelow, which are taken from drawings
H-3-25791, H-3-25792,H-3-25794, and from HWS-8449, "Specificationsfor
Biology LaboratoryFacilities,and Buildings331A & 331B, Projects CAH-977,
CAH-982, CAH-157." Page number(s) in braces ({}) refer to pages(s) of
HWS-8449 from which the requirementscame.

• Pipe was to be ASTM A53, Schedule 40, black (carbon) steel pipe.
"Type F steel pipe shall not be used." {pp. 58 and 77}

• "All piping shall be fabricated and installedin accordance with
ASA B31.1, with the drawings and these specifications." {p. 80}

• "Undergroundsteam and condensatereturn piping shall be prefabricated
insulatedpipe units." {p. 60}

• Insulationon the steam lines in the prefabricatedconduits shall have
2 in. of glass fiber insulationon pipe sizes 6 in. and greater. The
insulation is to be per Federal SpecificationHH-I-562, "Insulation,
Thermal, MineralWool, Block or Board and Pipe Insulation." This
specificationhas been superseded by HH-I-558, "Insulation,Blankets,
Thermal (MineralFiber, IndustrialType)." {pp. 59, 112, 113, and 117}

• The 15-in. conduit for the 8-in. line and the 10-in. conduit for the
4-in. line is 16 gauge (0.0625-in.thick) steel, spirally corrugated.
lt is to be hot-dip galvanized after the seam is welded, lt is to be
large enough to allow I in. of clear air space between pipe insulation
and conduit. {p. 60}

• The outside surface of the conduit is to be machine-coatedwith high-
melting-pointasphaltwith one layer of asphalt-impregnatedpipe-line
felt. {p. 60}

• At the entrance to the manholes, the conduit shall terminate at the
inside face of the manhole. {p. 60}

• Pipe was to be 'securelysupportedby means of approved pipe hangers' on
12-ft centers (for 2 I/2-in. pipe or larger). {p. 53}
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• "All pipe in conduit shall be ... free to expand and contract without
stress or wear on the insulation. Pipe supports, spaced according to
requirements,shall be furnishedwith the conduit." {p. 60}

The 8-in. undergroundpipeline that begins at the tee near valve MSS-27
and proceeds northwardand then east to Building 331 was installed between
1968 and 1971. Drawing H-3-28157-Ashows the concrete encasement of the pipe
(Figure5-I). The subsequentaddition of the 10-in. line from Building 318
eastwardto the anchor on the west side of the U-3 steam valve pit was
installedin 1972. This additionwas governed by specificationHWS-9316,
"Specificationsfor Steam DistributionSystem Addition, 300 Area,
Project DAP-550." Drawing H-3-33546 shows the concrete encasement of this
portion of the piping system (Figure5-2) The _,-in.undergroundpiping added
around 1979 includes the "dog leg" between the anchor west of the valve pit
and the 8-in. tee north of the pit. This portionof undergroundpiping is
also governed by HWS-9316 and is shown in drawingH-3-46220 (Figure5-3).

The undergroundpipe governed by HWS-9316 should conform to the
following selected requirements. Page number(s) in braces ({}) refer to
page(s) of HWS-9316 from which the requirementscame.

• "Steam and condensatepipe shall be black steel, of the sizes shown on
the drawings, and shall conform to ASTM A53, Type E or S, Grade B, or
ASTM AI06, Grade B. Steam pipe shall be Schedule 40 and condensate pipe
shall be Schedule 80." {p. 8}

• "Fittings shall be wrought steel, buttwelded,conforming to ASTM A234,
Grade WPA, and ANSI B16.9 with wall thicknessto match pipe." {p. 8}

• "Flanges shall be 150-1b forged steel, welding neck conformingto
ASTM A181, Grade I or II, raised face, per ANSI B16.5." {p. 8}

• "Steam trap, for replacementof trap in existing line in Manhole No. 2,
shall be a cast iron, invertedbucket type with one inch side inlet and
side outlet and a capacity of 2500 pounds of condensate per hour
continuous dischargeat an operatingpressure of 150 psig. Trap shall
be Armstrong No. 813, or approved equal." {p. 8}

• Expansionjoints are addressed in Section 5.0 (of the specification).
{pp. 8-9}

• "Insulationfor undergroundsteam and condensate lines shall be
lightweight,insulatingconcrete consistingof portland cement,
vermiculiteaggregate [conformingto ASTM C332], a liquid waterproofing
admix and water." {p. 9}

• The cured insulatingconcrete shall have the following properties:

ii) A dry density of not more than 30 Ibf/ft3

(2) A compressivestrength of not less than 75 Ibf/in2 at 28 days, per
ASTM C495 requirements.

(3) A "k" factor of not more than 0.80 at 70 °F mean temperaturewhen
tested per ASTM C177. {p. 9}
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• "Partingmedium to encase the pipes shall be 'bubble' sheet material,
formed from 0.002 inch thick polyethylenesheets, 'Air Cap SC-240,' as
made by Sealed Air Corp., or approved equal." {p. 9}

• "Waterproofmembrane to be used on the outside of the insulating
col_creteshall be a high-temperature-resistant,stable,
polyvinylchlorideplastic sheeting not less than 0.020 inches thick."
{p. 9)

• "Piping shall be fabricatedand installedin accordancewith
ANSI B31.1.0, the drawings, and [HWS-9316]." {p. 10}

5.2 OPERATINGCONDITIONS

The design pressure and temperaturerating for the steam system is
150 Ibr/in= at 366 °F. The system operatingpressure at the power plant at
the time of the accident was 119 Ibf/in=. The correspondingestimated
pressure at the U-3 pit is 110 Ibf/in"correspondingto a :team saturation
temperatureof 344 °F.

The failed 6-in. gate valve was rated for 125 Ib.f/in2 steam. All other
valves and flanges in the pit were rated at 150 Ibf/in_.

5.3 OPERATIONALPROCEDURES

The followinglist contains the applicable proceduresthat existed at
the time of the accident. Specific operationalprocedures that apply to the
type of operation performed in the U-3 pit at the time of the accident do not
exist.

WHC-CM-4-40,IndustrialHygiene Manual, Section 2.3, "AsbestosControl
Program," Rev. 0 and Section 3.1, "ConfinedSpace Entry," Rev. I.

• WHC-CM-4-3,IndustrialSafetyManual, Vol. I, Section A-3, "Pre-Job
Safety Planning/JobHazard Analysis," Rev. 3 and Section G-I, "Energy
Control Program (Lock and Tag)," Rev. 3.

• WHC-IP-0384,SupplyingSteam Service to a Facility, Vol. II,
SWU3-0-384-30,Rev. O.

5.4 OPERATIONALHISTORY

To better assess the events surroundingthe steam line failure accident
of June 7, 1993, it was necessaryto evaluate the history of the operationof
steam valve MSS-25. Historically,MSS-25 (the valve operated at the time of
the event) was not manipulatedon a frequent basis for two reasons. First,
the valve provided a primary supply of steam to Building 331. This building
requires a supply of steam year-round. Second, MSS-25 was extremely difficult
to reach. Access was restrainedby the requirementsfor confined space entry,
the heat inside the v.alvepit, and the belief that asbestos was present.
Consequently,MSS-25 was closed only when steam outageswere required for
maintenance.
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On October 20, 1988, during outage A-986-S, valve MSS-25 was replaced.
The configurationsshown in Table 5-2 are the valve positions required by the
tagout or outage permit. The return to normal positions is not shown, but
discussionswith Operations personnel indicatethat valves were returned to
normal positions. Steam header valves were opened and drain valves were
closed.

From October 1988 until the present, there have been ten outage
configurationsduring which MSS-25 was manipulated. Eight outages allowed the
6-in. failed valve to cool. All outages associatedwith MSS-25 and/or the
coolingof the failed valve are shown in Table 5-2.

Operating evolutionswere not documented consistently. However, of the
ten instanceswhen MSS-25 was actuallymanipulated,there were five instances
when the shift supervisor'slogbook specificallymentions cracking open valves
before placing the steam lines completely in service. Of these, four logbook
entries show specific times of pipelinewarmup. The warmup times vary from
2 to 3 I/2 hours. At another instance,the steam headerswere cracked open on
the day shift and opened completelyon the swing shift.

Conclusions

• Although time entrieswere not consistentlymade in the supervisor's
logbook, it appears that care was taken to log times associated with
steam line operation. This indicationsuggests a sensitivityon the
part of the Operations staff to warm the steam lines gradually.

• In all cases, the restorationinvolved the warming of cold steam lines;
in contrast, the June 7 event involvedthe cooling by water of a hot
steam Iine.

• lt appears that at the end of every outage until September 18, 1992, the
steam systemswere completelyrestored to the normal configuration
(valve open).

5.5 MAINTENANCEHISTORY

A search of WestinghouseHanford Company (WHC) operational records
(Table5-3) showed that the steam trap in the U-3 pit was maintained on an
annual basis.

Valve MSS-25 was replaced in 1988 without any indicationof further
maintenanceon the valve.

5.6 SIMILAR EVENTS-

A strainerwas ruptured (Papenfuss1982) during normal warmup to restore
steam service for operationalcheckout of a preheat coil in Building 309 on
the Hanford Site. This system had been placed in service each year for
severalyears to the same procedurewithout recorded problems.
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Rupturingof the strainer was due to a case of severe water hammer that
subjected a vulnerablecomponentto loads well beyond the normal working
pressures.

The strainerwas rendered vulnerablefor the following reasons:

• No featureswere engineered to facilitate system warmup (i.e., a small-
size warmup bypass valve was not installedacross the main steam
isolatingvalve)

• The steam main pipe was sloped incorrectly;the steam flow was opposite
to the pipe slope and thus trapped condensatewith no means for
draining; the reservoirthen becomes a source of water slugs for water
hammer

• The isolationvalve was oversized: a 6-in. diameter (50,O00-1bf/hr)
valve serving a 2,500-1bf/hr system

• The system increasedthe velocity of steam as it flowed through reducing
pipe diameters (with a slug of water that remained at constant volume
and thereby increasedthe force of impact from water hammer)

• A system configurationexisted that was not capable of efficiently
draining the condensateduring warmup

• A system configurationexisted that concentratedthe impact of the water
slugs into the area of a componentthat was the most vulnerable to high
pressures.

Opening the main steam-isolatingvalve under existing operating
proceduresaggravated the situationbecauseof the following.

• Turning the hand wheel one revolution (or 2.8% of the total lift) is
more than required for the system'swarmup needs; it takes 35 turns to
open the valve 100%.

• Water hammer cannot be detected in time to prever,t an incident if only
one operator performs all the work.

On October 10, 1986, at approximately1:41 p.m. eastern daylight time, a
steam line accidentoccurred in which four workers were injured,two of them
fatally, at the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL 1986). At the time of the accident,the workers were attempting to
activate a newly constructed steam line. During the course of this operation,
a series of powerful water hammer surges struck two blind flanges on the
lines, causing their gaskets to extrude and release quantitiesof hot
condensateand steam into the manhole where the men were working.

The DOE accident investigationboard concluded that the probable cause
of the BNL accidentwas operationalerror. This error was manifested in the
failure of personnelto use availabledrains to drain water from a pressurized
steam line, using instead a gate valve to perform that operation, an action
inducing severe water hammer surges (BNL 1986).
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Figure 5-1. Underground Steam Conduit Section.
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Figure 5-2. Underground 10-in. Steam Line Section.
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Figure 5-3• Underground8-in• Steam Line Section,
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Table 5-I. Documentationfor 300 Area Steam System and U-3 Valve Pit.

Document no. Year Originator Title/description
issued/
revised

H-3-23702 r Sh 1&2 1966-1980 HEDL 300 Areal operatin_ Planf Outside Steam Lines

H-3-25791 1965-1968 PNL Steam and Water Distribution, ,.

H-3-25792 1969-1968 PNL Steam Profile _M.H.#1 _ M.H.#2 - 331)

H-3-25794 1965-1968 PNL Steam and Water Oetatts (no blind ftange on riser nor
on 8-in. Line from318)

H-3-25917, Sh 1&2 1984 HEDL . 300 Area Steam Lines

H-3-28157-A 1968-1971 HBBJ Mechanical Profiles and Details

H-3-28157-B 1968-1971 NBBJ Mechanical & ELectrical Details: Abbreviations,
Syvrd_otsr and Legend

H-3-33545 1972-1979 Vitro Civil Steam Line PLan and Profile (wl "new" 10-in.
line from 318 and _enerat notes),,

H-3-33546 1972-1979 Vitro Civil Steam Line Sections and Details (w/ "new" 10-in.
Line from 318)

H-3-33563 1972-1979 Vitro Civil Steam Line Sections and Details (expanqion
, joints, anchor details)

!1-3-46220 1979 HEDL Steam Manhote No. 2 Bypass (lO-in. line from 318
. replaced by new Line. Current configuration.) .....

_-3-_7_33, Shs 1, 1980-1981 HEDL Process and Service Piping, Service Index and
? & 11 Procedures; Steam - Medium Pressure, Service Type

H-12B; Condensate I Service Type H-18

M-3800, Sh 16 1966-1984 HEDL 300 Area, Outside Lines, Steam and Air I Section 16

H-3-5]&l] lq84 HEDL Steam System, ]00 Area, By Year Installed

H-3-607E6 1989-1990 WHC 300 Area a Main Service Steam (MSS)

HWS-8449 1965 Leo A. Daly Specifications for Biology Laboratory Facilities,
Company Buildings 331A and 3318, Projects CAH-977, CAH-982,

CAH-157 (information on piping, insulation, supports,
conduit, etc.)

HWS-8729 1968 L.F. Reilty 300 Area Steam Distribution System Additions

HWS-9316 1972 Vitro Specifications for Steam Distribution System Addition,
300 Area_ Proiect DAP-550

CAT. No. 60 1960 Crane CD. Crane Cat_lo_ No. 60

car. HD. VC-1200 =1976-1977 Crane Co. Crane Iron Valve Catalog HD. VC-1200 ....

CAT. L-4A 1971 Armstrong The Armstrong Steam Trap Book
Machine
Works ... ,,

HEDl. = Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
M.H. = Manhole
NBBJ = Naramore, Bain, Brady and Johanson,Architects
PNL = PacificNorthwest Laboratory
Vitro = Automation Industries,Inc., Vitro EngineeringDivision
WHC = WestinghouseHanford Company
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Table 5-2. OperationalHistory of U-3 Pit. (6 Sheets)

Outage permit number" A-986-S Date" 10/20/88 ..I Duration" 16 h

Valve configuration Position
,

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

MSS-28 Closed

MSS-30 Closed

MSS-31 Closed

Vents in MSS-30 & 30 valve pit Open

Restoration: No restorationinformationavailable.

Remarks" MSS-25 was not manipulated,but the failed 6-in. valve would have
cooled during this outage. Valve MSS-25 was replacedduring this outage.

Outage permit number" A-1141-_ Date" 09/17/90 Duration" 4.5 h

Valve configuration _ Position

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-31 Closed

MSS-32 Closed

Blowdown in 337 Equip Rm Open

Restoration: No pertinent informationavailablefor the restoration of the
steam system.

Remarks"
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Table 5-2. OperationalHistory of U-3 Pit (cont.)

Outage permit number: A-1142-S Date" 09/18/90 I Duration" 4 h

Valve configuration Position

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-31 Closed

MSS-32 Closed

337 Equip Rm freeblow Open

Restoration" No pertinent informationavailable for the restorationof the
steam system.

Remarks:

I I

Outa_lepermit number" A-1163-S I Date" 03/22/91 I Duration: 52 h

Valve configuration I Position

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

MSS-31 Closed

MSS-32 Closed

Restoration: Removed L/O for steam outage for 337, 3764, and 3765 and put
back in service. No pertinent informationabout the evolution.

Remarks" This outage cooled the 6-in. failed valve.
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Table 5-2. OperationalHistory of U-3 Pit (cont.)

Outage permit number" A-1169-S Date: 05/10/91 I Duration" 72 h

Valve configuration Position
i

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

MSS-31 . Closed

MSS-32 Closed

Restoration" Log entry: "3621-D, 337-U830-crackedin steam from steam
outage. 1200-L/0 removed and steam is back in service."

Remarks" This outage cooled the 6-in. failed valve.

Outage permit number: A-1174-S Date: 08/14/91 Duration: 13 h
Tagout number: 3G-91-00414

Valve configuration Position

MSS-22 Closed

MSS-23 Closed

MSS-24 Closed

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

Restoration: Day shift log entry: "openedMSS-27 & 23. Cracked MSS 22 &
25." Swing shift log entry: "331 opened up MSS 22 & 25 steam I/S."

Remarks: This outage cooled the failed 6-in. valve.
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Table 5-2. OperationalHistory of U-3 Pit (cont.)

Outage permit number: A-1175-S Date: 08/27/gi Duration: 39 h
Tagout number" 3G-91-60441

Valve configuration Position

MSS-22 Closed

MSS-23 Closed

MSS-25 Closed
•,,, ,,, ,,,,

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

Restoration" Swing shift log entry" "@ 2220 began bringing steam into 331
as per outage A-1175-S graveyard to finish." Graveyard shift log entry"
"secured from steam outage A-1175-S @ 0300."

Remarks: This outage cooled the failed 6-in. valve.

:i Outage permit number" A-1185-S Date" 10/04/91 I Duration" 48 h/

Valve configuration Position

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-31 Closed

MSS-32 Closed

Restoration: Log entry: "steam outage A-1185-S opened MSS-25, MSS-31,
MSS-32 began cracking steam in @ 1830. Completed full service blds
@ 2030."

Remarks"
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Table 5-2. OperationalHistory of U-3 Pit (cont.)

Outage permit number: Date: 10/10/91 ) Duration: 12 h

Valve configuration Position

MSS-22 Closed

MSS-23 Closed

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

Restoration" Log entry" "331 pit - 0430 - cracked in steam to warm up
lines." Suspect that 0430 entry is a mistake. 1630 is the likely time.
"331 deep pit - removed L/O 00532 and valved in steam @ 2100.

Remarks: This outage cooled the failed 6-in. valve.

I
Outage permit number" A-1204-S Date" 04/14/92 I Duration" 4 h

Valve configuration Position

MSS-23 Closed

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

MSS-2g Closed

Restoration: Log entry: "removedlockout from Bldg. steam outage and
cracked in steam at 1630."

Remarks: This outage cooled the failed 6-in. valve.
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Table 5-2. OperationalHistory of U-3 Pit (cont.)

Outage permit number" Date: 09/18/92 Duration" 16 h
Tagout number: 3G-92-00594
Ta_out number: 3G-92-00595

Valve configuration Position

MSS-25 Closed

MSS-26 Closed

MSS-27 Closed

MSS-31 Closed

MSS-32 Closed

Blowdown 3802A valve pit Open

Restoration: Log entry: "removed L/O 3G-92-00594and L/O 3G-92-00595to
repair steam leaks. (Complete)- MSS-25 - is still closed. Unable to cool
down to open valve."

Remarks" This outage cooled the failed 6-in. valve.

Outage permit number" A-1229-S I Date" 10/17/92 I Duration" 23 h

Valve configuration I Position

Entrance to 331 deep pit Tagged

MSS-31 Closed

Basement 331 mainstream blowdown Open

Restoration: Log entry: "tour - removed lockout 3G-92-00656 installed for
steam outage to reinsulatepiping in 3621D pit. Opened MSS-31. They did
complete installinginsulatingblock on large pipes, however they did not
cover it with lagging cloth or installmetal covering. MSS-25 is still
closed."

Remarks: Valve MSS-25 was still closed and locked in accordancewith
tagouts 3G-92-00594and 3G-92-00595. lt was not manipulated. Therefore,
it is not counted as a manipulationof the valve.
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Table 5-3. OperationalRecord of U-3 Pit.

ID Base PM Hours Comments
Date Date Used

331000F0002 8008 8008 5.0 OK DLS

331000F0003 8108 8108 0.5 CEN OK

331000F0004 8209 8209 0.0 BYPASSED TO HOT TO ENTER J. O. ALDEREDGE

331000F0005 8310 8310 1.0 RSL BYPASSED TO HOT TO ENTER PIT

331000F0006 8410 8508 0.0 CED ** BYPASSED

331000F0007 8510 8510 0.5 NEUMAN ** TRAP WORKING FINE * INLET VALVE
TO TRAP NEEDS TO BE PACKED. SEE
WR # 023046.

331000F0008 8610 8610 0.5 PEEBLES ** STEAM TRAP STATION REPLACED
9-26-86 * WORKING PROPERLY

331000F0009 8709 8711 0.0 JN STACY ** BYPASSED. UNABLE TO ENTER PIT
DUE TO STEAM LEAKAGE. SEE WR 036892.
RESET FOR APRIL 1988.

331000F0010 8811 8812 2.0 R GATES ** EQUIPMENTOPERATIONAL

331000F0011 8911 9001 1.0 WCS * COMPLETE

331000F0012 901101 9102 1.0 BN PERFORMEDPM

331000R0013 911101 930125 0.0 PM SUSPENDEDPER PMCR

331000F0014 921001
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6.0 IN SITU INVESTIGATIONS

6.1 PRELIMINARYEXAMINATIONS

The U-3 steam valve pit was inspectedon June 12, 1993. The primary
purpose of this preliminaryinspectionwas to assess the existing condition of
the piping visually and to gather as much data as possible on its condition,
its components,and the fracturedvalve surfaces before anything in the pit
was disturbed (e.g., removing insulation,washing mud from walls and
equipment,removing segments of pipe). Two engineersentered the pit for the
visual examination,but because of the mud spray that covered much of the pit
and its contents, their findingswere limited.

6.1.1 General Evidence of Damage

The piping displayed no visual sign of plastic deformation such as
ovality,crimping, differentialdisplacements,crushed insulationat pipe
penetrations,or abnormal bends that might suggest violent pipe motion from
water hammer types of phenomena. However,much of the piping, except at
penetrations,was covered with insulationor mud, the presence of which
hampered the investigation.

The only visible evidence of damage that might have helped to define the
trajectory and behavior of the failed valve was the torn insulation on the
vertical8-in. riser, a tear made by the valve handle as it was propelled
between the riser and the wall.

6.1.2 Component Identification/DescriptionData

The eastern half of the lowest horizontal run of the trap line was
covered by the mud on the bottom of the pit. As for the steam trap itself,
only its upper portion and valve handles extended above the surface of the
mud. If there were any markings or tags on the components,they were not
readable because they were coated with mud and the engineers inspectingthe
equipmenthad to stand some distance away. Access was not permitted to the
floor of the pit, but was confined to the ladder near the floor of the pit.

Valves MSS-26 and -27 and the failed valve were so covered with mud and
insulationthat no informationabout their manufacturecould be seen.

Valve MSS-25 displayedthe following informationon its body:

NEWCO
8
150
WCB
77

38519 +- [Small print here was difficult to read.]

The flange of the failed valve, a 6-in. gate valve, had a 6-in. inside
diameter (ID) and an 11-in. outside diameter (OD).
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6.1.3 General Piping System Configuration

The general pipe routing visible during this inspection was just as
shown in the preliminary isometric sketch developed from Site drawings
(Figure 6-1). lt appeared likely that the dimensions of the piping
configuration read or scaled from the drawings would provide a reasonably
realistic description of the actual configuration.

6.1.4 Pipe Supports and Anchors

The only large-bore pipe support in the pit appeared to be the concrete
pedestal anchor shown in drawing H-3-25794. The pedestal was located beneath
the 8-in. line between valve MmS-Z5and the penetration at the north wall.
The pedestal was approximately 1 ft in length (along the direction of the
pipe) and located approximately 5 in. from the north wall of the pit.

6.1.5 Measurements of the Exposed Shank of the Valve-Operating Screw

Outside screw and yoke valves, such as those in the pit, are operated by
a threaded screw along which a handle moves toward and away from the valve
itself. The degree to which a valve is open can be judged from the amount
(length of the screw) that is exposed between the outside end of the screw and
the handle. Measurements made of the lengths of exposed screws on the valves
inspected were as follows:

Valve MSS-25: Length not measured; valve inaccessible from
scaffolding and ladder.

Valve MSS-26: 4.5 in.
Valve MSS-27: 9.5 in.
Failed valve: Essentially closed; water might have been able to pass

around the seat but not directly through the valve.

6.1.6 Description of Broken Valve

The casting of the 6-in. gate valve failed at the point of the smallest
cross section of the body nearest the 8-in. run of pipe. The failure surface
visible on the portion of the valve that remained on the piping is jagged but
is consistently located close to 0.25 in. from the face of the outermost
flange.

6.2 ADDITIONAL EXAMINATIONS

Another visual inspectionof the U-3 steam valve pit occurred on
June 21, 1993; its purposewas to gather as much informationas possible about
the conditionof the piping and its components. On this occasion, the
insulationhad been removed, walls and equipment had been cleaned of most of
the mud and water, and segmentsof the piping had been removed for evaluation.
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Field measurementswere taken to prepare an as-built configurationof
the piping system. In addition to the two engineerswho entered the pit, a
video photographeralso was present to record the condition of the pit, the
piping, and componentsbefore the inspectionbegan.

In addition to the removal of the insulation,valve MSS-25 had been
removed, along with the tee section adjacent to the failed valve and the steam
trap and its adjacent valves. Although approximatelyI in. of water remained
in the pit, inspectorshad access to the floor of the pit.

6.2.1 General Evidence of Damage

As in the preliminary inspection, there was no visual evidence of pipe
oval ity or plastic deformation of the piping. The only visible evidence of
damage that might have helped to define the trajectory and behavior of the
failed valve were a few scrapes and a couple of gouges along the concrete of
the south wall of the pit in the vicinity between the location of the 6-in.
valve before the accident and where it came to rest between the wall and the
vertical pipe. The gouges most likely resulted when the valve body jammed
into place while its handle dug into the insulationon the 8-in. riser, lt is
unlikely that the scrapeswere caused by the trajectory of the valve because
long scrapessuch as these require that a material be forced along the wall
for some distance. The failed valve, however,had been blown suddenly from
its place and hurled to its resting place without anything to guide it along
the surface of the wall.

The pipe at each of the upper two penetrationswas grouted into place.
The lower penetrationshowed another, softer material around the pipe where it
entered the pit. The only notable evidence of spalling concrete around the
penetrationsthat might suggest violent pipe motion was at the 4-in. line
penetration: a 4-in.-wide portion of the concrete grout had been dislodged at
some point in time. The grout at this penetrationappeared to have degraded
over time; overall, it was in poor condition. The grout around the upper
penetration in the north wall appeared to be in good condition.

6.2.2 Component Identification/DescriptionData

Valve MSS-26 displayed the followinginformationon its body"

FS
4

CRANE
125-S

200 WOG

The valve operator of MSS-26 had the number "46838" cast into it. The
flangeswere rated at 150 lb.
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Valve MSS-27 displayed the following information on its body:

46831
FS
8

CRANE
125-S

200 WOG

The flanges for MSS-27 were also rated at 150 lb.

6.2.3 General Piping System Configuration

The pipe routing is just as shown for the large-bore steam piping on the
preliminaryisometricsketch in Figure 6-I. However, the route of the
condensate line at the bottom of the pit was slightlydifferent. Details
appear on the as-builtdimensions on the revised isometric sketch of
Figures 6-2(a) and 6-2(b).

6.2.4 Pipe Supports and Anchors

According to drawing H-3-25794, the only large-bore pipe support in the
pit was a concrete pedestal anchor located beneath the 8-in. steam pipe
between valve MSS-25 and the penetration in the north wall. However, closer
inspectionshowed there was no concrete pedestal. The support consisted of a
12- by 17- by I/2-in.plate located3.5 in. from the north wall that extended
from the floor to the bottom of the 8-in. pipe. Both sides of the bottom
12-in. edge felt as if they were welded to an embedded plate in the floor.
(Muddywater covered the floor of the pit and the bottom edge of the plate.)
The upper 12-in. edge was welded to the bottom of the pipe.

6.2.5 As-Built Configuration

The as-built dimensionstaken during this inspectionare summarized
pictoriallyin Figures 6-2(a) and 6-2(b).

6.2.6 Slope Determinationsof Selected Steam Lines

On June 25, 1993, a third inspectionwas performed to determinethe
slopes of the steam line between valves MSS-30 and -25 where the line exits
the 3621-D pit (manhole#I) and enters the U-3 steam valve pit (manhole#2).
Despite the presence of insulationon the steam line in the 3621-D pit,
measurementsindicatedthat it was horizontal (i.e., had zero slope). This
line enters the penetrationapproximately3 ft 4 in. below its surrounding
grade, then enters the U-3 steam valve pit approximately17 ft 6 in. below the
surroundinggrade and slopes downward toward valve MSS-25 at approximately
1.61 in. per 20-ft length of pipe (equatingto approximatelya 4 ft 10 in.
gain in elevation if extrapolatedover the 720 linear ft between the
two pits).
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Also measured was the slope of the 8-in. line that enters the U-3 steam
valve pit at the upper north wall. Between the penetration and valve MSS-27,
a slope of 6.44 in. per 20 ft down and to the south was measured.

No slope could be measured where the 4-in. line exits the U-3 steam
valve pit.

See Figure 6-3 for an isometric sketch incorporating these data.
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Figure 6-I. IsometricSketch of Pipe Routing.
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Figure6-2a. U-3 Steam Valve Pit As-Built.
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Figure 6-2b. MiscellaneousDetails for U-3 Steam Valve Pit As-Built.
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Figure6-3. UpperElevationPipingto and fromthe U-3 SteamValvePit.
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- Notes"
At the time of the June 21, 1993, as-built field
inspection, all pipe insulation had been
removed, valve HSS-25 had been removed, the tee
section adjacent to the 6-in. failed valve had
been removed, and the steam trap with its
adjacent valves had also been removed.
Approximately 1 in. of water remained in the
bottom of the manhole. This isometric combines
data from this field inspection and from the
drawings identified below.

Dimensions are shown in inches (")
or feet ('). They were taken from the field and
from information in the referenced drawings.
Additional notes are indicated by superscripted
letters.

In general,the horizontalpiping at the upper
elevationsin the pit appeared to have little,
if any, slope. Pipe slopes cited on this
isometricwere given on drawings or measured in
the field; they are denoted by arrows provided

,e with slope values indicatinga downward slope in
-,\¢_. T_ the directionof the arrow.

__ J Elipses represent penetrationsin the U-3 Steam

Valve Pit.

9 1/4 8" AdditionalNotes:

2o"__ _ aThese values were either scaled fromdrawings
s ,_ or were assumed on the basis of scaled

dimensionsor data from other sources (e.g.
I _ W_'_'_'--- field sketches,general vendor catalog data).

__<_°I/e, e eo ='_s e_ Value based on-0.402% slope cited on drawing
•-_Xeo _ H-3-33545. See drawing for variation in slope

_, c Slope value measured in field on i
__ 21"a (_e_'ep_. June 25, 1993, betweenpenetration in north wall

of valve pit and valve MSS-27.

d Value based on scaled data from steam line#t

-e- profileon drawing H-3-28157-A.

• Value based on 1.76% slope cited on drawing
H-3-25792.

ReferenceDrawings

H-3-25791,-25792, & -25794
H-3-28157-A
H-3-33545 & -33546 7_3o'zoss.7
H-3-33563
H-3-46220
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7.0 COMPONENTTESTINGAND INVESTIGATIONS

7.1 VALVEMSS-25

7.1.1 Examination

On June 17, 1993, valve MSS-25 was removed from storage and brought to
Building 272-E for physical measurementsand airflow testing of the stem
packing. Before the airflow test, the valve stem height above the handwheel
was measured by WHC Quality Assurance (QA) personnel to be 4.938 in. (about
25 threads). The valve disk openingwas measured from the bottom of the valve
seat and from the inside diameter of the valve. The openings were 4.701 in.
and 3.551 in., respectively. Blind flangeswere then installedon the valve,
and a soap bubble test was performedon the valve stem near the packing gland.
The test was conducted at several pressures,with 10 Ibf/in2 (gauge) the
maximum. The quantity of air passing through the stem was not measured, but
visual and auditoryobservationsof the bubble test concluded that the flow
was significant. The results of this test led to the conclusion that
measurementsshould be made to evaluate the airflow leakagerate as a function
of pressure.

On June 18, 1993, the valve was marked with a vibro-etcherto identify
componentlocations and orientations(i.e.,nuts, bolts, bonnet). The nuts on
the packing-followerflange then were untorqued and the break-awaytorque
recorded. The break-away torqueswere 21 and 32 ft.lb, respectively,for the
two nuts. The follower was loosened to allow visual observationof the
relationshipof the packing to the stem. The packing appeared to be intact.
The depth of the packing in the housing then was measured as 0.535 in.

7.1.2 Air Testing

On June 24, 1993, an air leak test to 25 Ibf/in2 (gauge)was performed
on the valve stem with the follower-flangenuts retorqued to 10 Ibr.ft. The
test involvedgradually increasingthe pressure in increments between 1 and
2 Ibf/in2 (gauge)until he maximum test pressure was obtained. The results
showed a flow of 2.15 ft /min at 25 Ibf/in2 (gauge) based on a reading
uncorrectedfor ambient temperatureand pressure.

7.1.3 Disassembly

On June 28, 1993, the valve was prepared for disassembly. The
disassemblywas witnessed by representativesof NEWCO, the valve manufacturer.
All break-awaytorques on nuts were recorded. The lock and chain on the valve
handle were removed and the bonnet assembly lifted off the valve housing to
expose the disk. The disk appearedto be in good condition. The valve stem
was removed from the bonnet to expose the packing. The packing appeared to
have deterioratedsomewhat, but showed no evidence of steam undercut. The
deteriorationin the packingwas oriented 360° around the packing and in the
upper half of the packing toward the valve handle.
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On June 29, 1993, the valve was reassembledto its original
configurationwith the original packingstill in the valve. The follower-
flange packing nuts were retorqued to 10 Ibr-ft in preparationfor a
subsequent air test of the stem packing.

On June 30, 1993, the reassembledvalve MSS-25 was subjected to an
additional airflow test to determine leakagepast the stem packing. The
packing gland nuts were retorqued to 10 Ibf.ft and the valve disk location was
reset to the accident condition. Air was applied to the valve in increments
of 2 Ibf/in2 to a pressure of 25 Ibf/in2. The resulting flow of 3.65 ft3/min
past the stem exceeded the first airflow packing test by about 70% for the
same 10 Ibf-ft torques. The two packing gland nuts then were torqued to the
break-away torque levels of 21 and 32 Ibf.ft. The air pressure test was
repeatedwith a resultingleakage rate at the packing of 2.8 ft3/min
at 25 Ibf/in2 (uncorrectedfor atmosphericpressure and temperature).

An ergonomicstest was performedto determine the ease with which the
valve handle could be operated and the number of turns required to seat the
valve disk from the accident conditionposition, lt took 20 turns of the
valve handle to seat the disk into the bottom of the valve. The required
effort to perform this task appeared to be relativelyeasy for an operator
using two hands. This task took approximatelyI minute.

After the ergonomics test, the valve was connected to water at a gauge
pressure of 75 Ibr/in2. The purpose of this test was to determine the number
of turns of the valve handle required to initiateflow from a fully closed
valve position. The downstream side of the valve was fitted with a tapped
flange to allow water to flow through the valve and into a container. The
valve first was opened I/2 turn from the fully seated conditionwithout flow
being achieved. The valve was then turned in incrementsof I/4 turn to
1 I/4 turns before flow began. The resultingflow rate out of the valve was
approximately3.5 gal/min. The packingstem leaked considerablyat this
position. The test then ended.

lt is concludedthat the MSS-25 valve was in good working condition
except for some leakage past the valve stem. The valve stem packing, which
was graphite-impregnatedsteel mesh, showed evidence of loss of surface
graphite. This conditionwas observed by representativesof the valve
manufacturer,who indicatedthat this was normal for that type of packing.

7.2 STEAM TRAP

7.2.1 InitialTests

On June 21, 1993, the inlet and outlet piping and associated valves were
removed from the steam trap and examined visually to determine whether they
were pluggedwith any debris. Isolationvalves were checked to determine
whether they were fully open, and check valves and strainerswere checked
visually for functionality. The piping/componentswere marked to record their
position in the steam-trappiping system. The visual inspection confirmed
that all pipe and valves were fully open and operational. The screen on the
strainer had accumulatedsome rust particlesbut appeared to be 70% open.
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7.2.2 Flow Tests

On June 25, 1993, an operationalverificationtest was performed on the
Y-strainer,the steam trap, and the check valve. The test consisted of
pressurizingthese componentswith steam at 100 Ibf/in2 and collecting the
dischargecondensate in a plastic bag. The initialpressurizationresulted in
approximately2 gal of condensatedumped from the trap in less than a minute.
The condensatethen was filteredthrough cloth to collect any foreign
particles. The residue left on the cloth consistedof small amounts of rust
and sand. The steam trap was repressurizedand allowed to continue to
discharge condensate and steam for severalmore cycles. From all
observations,the steam trap appeared to operate satisfactorily. This
operationaltest was recorded on videotape.
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8.0 THERMAL-HYDRAULICANALYSES

8.1 INTRODUCTION

This section presents the resultsof a thermal-hydraulicevaluation of
the steam line failure. The followingmajor topics are covered:

• Sequence of events pertinentto thermal-hydraulicevaluation
• Steam system data pertinentto thermal-hydraulicevaluation
• Postulated valve failure mechanisms
• Thermal-hydraulicanalyses
• Analysis of condensation-inducedwater hammer
• Thermal-hydraulicscaled experiments.

Accidents in 300 Area steam lines occurred in 1972, 1979, and 1982. All
appear to have involved steam/waterreactions (Papenfuss1982). A steam
system accident also occurredat Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in 1986
in which two workers were fatally injured; the probable cause was identified
as a steam/waterreaction (BNL 1986).

8.2 SEQUENCEOF EVENTSPERTINENTTO THERMAL-HYDRAULICEVALUATION

Presented elsewhere in this report is a detailed history of the events
that led to and followed the valve failure accident. This section focuses on
those events most pertinent to determ.ining the mechanism that caused the valve
to fail.

• In September 1992, valve MSS-25 was closed; closure cut off the steam
flow from the north through the line containing valves MSS-30 to MSS-25.
The cut off resulted in a stagnant steam condition in approximately
840-ft of 8-in. pipe. Drawing information indicates that over the
840 ft length of this pipe, the elevation decreases by 11 ft.

• In October 1992, valve MSS-28 was closed; closure would have cut off
steam flow east to Building 331 in approximately 500 ft of 4-in. pipe.
However, other information indicates that there may have been steam flow
in the pipe through an alternate path. (Investigation showed that the
steam trap in the 4-in. line is operational. Therefore, it is unlikely
that there was water in the 4-in. pipe.)

• On June 7, 1993, a JPO cracked open valve MSS-25 and waited to hear flow
in the pipe. After an indeterminate period of time, the JPO rapidly
moved the valve gate to approximately 50% open. After hearing
indications of water hammer in the piping, the JPO attempted to close
the valve, but was unable to do so. Subsequently, the 6-in. valve above
the JPO failed and separated from the piping, releasing steam and water
to the valve pit.

The first piece of important information that can be drawn from this
series of events is that there was ample time for steam to condense in the
8-in. pipe through which no steam had flowed for approximately 8 to 9 months.
If there had been no flow in the 4-in. pipe, there was also ample time for
condensation to occur in it.
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The fact that the JPO apparentlyheard water-hammernoises in the piping
and reported that he had attemptedto close the valve indicatesthat a
cyclical phenomenonmay have been initiatedand that more than one pressure
pulse may have occurred before the valve failed.

8.3 DATA PERTINENTTO THERMAL-HYDRAULICEVALUATION

This section includesdata from drawings and discussionswith WHC staff
pertinentto the thermal-hydraulicevaluation. This informationis presented
in the subsectionsbelow that describe the steam system and the system process
parametersat the time of the accident.

8.3.1 Steam System Description

Steam is supplied to the 300 Area complex from a single steam plant
located in the west-centralregion of the area. The piping system consists of
four main piping networks. These are identifiedat the steam plant as north,
east, south, and west exports. The June 7, 1993, steam line faiii_reof a
valve occurred near the end of the west export piping in valve pit U-3 which
is located about 500 ft from the outermostvalving of steam to Building 331.

Figure I-2 shows the 300 Area steam line piping network. The accident
occurred when the JPO began opening valve MSS-25 (in pit U-3) to activate a
840-ft-long,8-in.-diameterbranch line that connects near valve MSS-30 and
leads northwardto the east export pipe line. From valve MSS-30, the 840-ft
long 8-in.-diameterbranch line slopes downward from valve MSS-30 to an
elevationof 11 ft at valve MSS-25 (pit U-3).

Figure I-I illustratesthe piping arrangement in the U-3 valve pit.
Figure 8-I shows the plan view piping of U-3; see Figure 6-2a for an isometric
descriptionof piping dimensionsfrom field measurementstaken after the
accident. Figure 6-3 similarly shows an isometricdescriptionof the
U-3 upper-regionpiping and includespiping inclines.

Figures 8-2 through 8-5 show the distributionof open and closed valves
before and after the accident and subsequent isolation.

8.3.2 Steam System Process Parameterson June 7, 1993

Figure 8-6 shows measured, saturatedsteam pressure at key locations at
the east and west export grid pipelines. The pressure difference between
active steam locations at MSS-30 and the steam side of MSS-25 (pit U-3) is
indicatedto be about 5 Ibf/in2.

Table 8-I lists steam flow rates recorded before and after the incident.
Based on comparisonsbefore and after isolationof the west export pipe line,
estimatesare that the steam flow rate in the active 8-in. line at the
U-3 valve pit was about 1,000 Ib/h.
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Steam Conditions

The steam pressures and temperaturesat saturated conditionswere as
follows:

Steam supply boiler 119 Ibf/in2 (gauge) 349 °F
MSS-30 115 Ibf/in2 (gauge) 347 °F
Building 331 110 Ibf/in2 (gauge) 344 °F

Based on these data, the nominal steam pressure across valve MSS-25 was
5 Ibf/inz. To this number must be added the gravity head resulting from the
slope of the 8-in. pipe. The degree of accuracy that can be ascribed to the
measured pressure data is uncertain Experience indicatesthat the accuracy
might be approximately+/- 2 Ibf/in_.

Valves Valve positions

MSS-25 closed
MSS-26 open
MSS-27 open
MSS-28 closed
MSS-30 open
Failed valve closed (and blocked)

MSS-25 Gate Position versus Time

The JPO is reported to have "crackedopen" the steam valve to permit a
small amount of flow. This operationreportedly took approximately
25 seconds. After the accident, the valve was removed from the piping system
and a flow test was conductedwith the valve in a "cracked open" position. At

a pressure difference of 75 Ibr/inz, the valve flow rate was measured to be
3.5 gal/min. At a pressure differenceof 10 Ibf/in2, the flow rate would be
approximately2 gal/min. Therefore, during the 25 seconds that the JPO had
the valve in the "cracked open" position,only a gallon of liquid,
approximately,would have flowed past the valve. (This informationmay
explainwhy the power operator [PO] observer outside the valve pit saw a small
amount of water/steamemanatingfrom the steam trap pipe.) This initial flow
was inconsequentialas the capacity of the vertical riser inside the pit is
about 20 gal.

The valve operated by the _IPOwas found to be approximately50% open.
Investigationindicatedthat 20 revolutionsof the handle were required to
fully seat it. The time required to close the valve 18 turns to the cracked-
open position was less than a minute.
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8.4 POSTULATEDVALVEFAILUREMECHANISMS

8.4.1 General Failure Mechanisms

Familiaritywith events and failures of hydraulic networks and heat
transport systems leads to the frequent causes and/or contributorsto
component failures.

• Classical water hammer--Thisphenomenontypically is due to the sudden
decelerationof a liquid column caused by closing a valve. Commonly
observed in poorly designed homes, it involves single-phaseliquid
systems.

• Condensation-inducedwater hammer--Recentlythis phenomenon has been
studied extensivelyin connectionwith the steam generators in
pressurized-waterreactors. Examined for the case of N Reactor
(Thurgood 1987), this mechanism is discussed in Section 8.4.2 in greater
detail.

• Thermal transientcaused by the exposure of a hot valve to cold water--
This mechanism is likely t(}have occurred in this instance;however,
thermal stresses alone would not cause the valve to fail.

• Combinationof the above--A combinationof mechanicallyand thermally
induced stresses could cause failure.

8.4.2 Descriptionof Condensation-InducedWater Hammer

Condensation-inducedwater hammer caused by admitting subcooledwater
into horizontal piping geometries containing steam is a subject area that has
been investigatedextensively. In the mid-1970s,condensation-inducedwater
hammer produced damaging results in steam-generatorfeedwater systems in water
reactors. Although other mechanisms leading to the steam valve failure are
plausible, condensation-inducedwater hammer appears to be the likely
mechanism, based on the availableevidence. Figure 8-7, a through g, is a
schematic illustrationof a condensation-inducedwater hammer.

The phenomenadescribedbelow representthe frequent causes of or
contributorsto the kinds of component failures that can lead to the failure
of hydraulic networks and transport systems.

• Steam contained in or flowing in horizontal piping

• Subcooledwater admitted in such a manner as to provide stratifiedflow

• Steam/water interfacearea of a size to promote rapid steam condensation

• Two-phase transitionbetween stratifiedand slug flow regimes caused by
wave formationfollowinga collapse in steam pressure

• Geometric restrictionsthat contain the resultingwater-hammer
hydrodynamictransientand sustain a repetitive formationof slug flow
alternatingwith steam condensation.
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Experimentsreflectingthe above conditions and events have been
performedat pressure levels ranging from I to 70 atmospheres (absolute).

Resultingwater-hammerpeak over-pressureswere observed to range up to
2,500 Ibf/in2 for initialsteam conditionsof 100 Ibf/in2 (absolute,. The
pulse duration is a function of geometry. In the 331 valve pit, the scenario
is describedby acoustic propagationbounded by the eccentric reducer, the
riser elbow, and the tee junctions.

8.5 THERMAL-HYDRAULICANALYSES i

8.5.1 Condensation in 8-in. Pipe to Valve MSS-25

This calculation is of fundamental importance because the existence of
liquid in the 8-in. pipe sets up the conditions for classical water hammerand
condensation-induced water hammer. The north end of this pipe tees into a
line containing steam flowing at a gauge pressure of approximately
115 lbf/in 2. This flowing steam provided the supply of steam that condensed
in the isolated 8-in. line.

The pipeline that branches northward from valve MSS-25 in pit U-3 slopes
upward for a distance of 840 ft, at which point it connects to the east export
pipeline near valvs MSS-30. The difference in elevation between valves MSS-30
and MSS-25 is 11 ft. Before the accident, MSS-25 at the lower elevation was
closed, and MSS-30 was open, so that the upper end of the 8-in. branch line
was open to active steam and, as such, was exposed to condensate accumulation.
Over a period of months, the condensate flowed downward toward MSS-25 and
filled the 840-ft pipeline. The rate of condensationis determined by heat
loss from the pipe.

This pipeline is undergroundand inside a 15-in.-diametersteel conduit.
The 8-in. schedule 40 pipe is also insulatedwith a 2-in. thickness of
fiberglass. Boundary conditions for the heat transfer calculationsassumed
internal steam temperatureat 340 °F and soil temperatureat 55 °F. The
resultingcalculationindicatesa linear heat loss-rateof 167 Btu/h/ft. The
estimatedrate of condensationis based on this heat loss and the assumption
that at least 15 ft of the 840-ft-longpipeline at the upper end is supplied
with active steam. On these bases, condensatewould have been generated at
the rate of about 2 Ib/h and would have flowed downward to valve pit U-3
(valve MSS-25), filling the branch pipeline at a rate of about 75 ft/month.
At this rate, the pipelinewould fill within the 8- to 9-month period between
the time MSS-25 was last opened and the time of the failure..Soon after
filling,the condensatewould have reached equilibriumwith the ground
temperatureof 55 °F.

Figure 8-8 summarizesthe calculationsof estimated condensation.
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8.5.2 Condensation in 4-in. Pipe to Valve HSS-28

A comparison of the calculations for conditions in the 8-in. pipe with
those for the 4-in. pipe leads to the conclusion that condensation in the
4-in. pipe is at least as likely, if not more likely, if valve MSS-28 indeed
was closed and if no other route existed through which steam could Flow.
However, a small by-pass pipe around valve MSS-28 allowed some steam to flow
through the 4-in. line toward MSS-28.

8.5.3 Steam System Transient Analysis

Engineers at WestinghouseSavannah River Company (WSRC)were enlisted to
perform a system analysis with t_heRELAP 5 computer code to determine the
system transient response to the opening of valve MSS-25. The RELAP 5 Mod 3
code has been used extensivelyto analyzewater-reactoraccidents and can be
appliedto obtain bulk system conditions in complex systems.

RELAP5 Model

A RELAP model based on the data summarized in Section 8.3.1 was set up
to includeboth a detailed representationof the piping geometry within the
valve pit and an equivalent simplifiedmodel of the piping outside the valve
pit. The pressure boundary conditionswere those given in Secticn 8.3.2.

RELAP5/MOD3/V7Jwas used to simulate the thermal-hydraulictransient
resulting from the opening of valve MSS-25. The piping upstream of the valve,
containingthe condensate slug, was modeled by a source reservoir,maintained
at constant temperatureand pressure (includinga hydrostaticpressure head to,
account for the slope of the pipe), that was connected to a pipe and then to a
valve. The piping system within the U3-pit was modeled accuratelyto maintain
the geometry of the piping system. The 4-in. pipe was modeled for a length of
60 ft ending in a sink of constant pressure and temperature. The 21 ft of
8-in. cross-over piping was also modeled, connected to a source reservoir
maintained at constant pressure and temperature.

Valve MSS-25 was modeled with the RELAP5/MOD3motor valve component.
One preliminaryrun of RELAP code was made with valve MSS-?5 cracked open for
20 seconds,and then another in which the valve opened linearly up to a valve
flow area of 0.2 ft2. Subsequent runs of the code were made with the cracked-
open time period deleted since it did not influencethe results.

The subsequentRELAP cases are simulationswith the valve MSS-25 cracked
open for 5 seconds and then opened linearly in flow area during the following
20 seconds.

Figure 8-9 shows the valve flow rate as evaluated by RELAP.

RELAP Analysis Results

The next group of figures are graphs showing the properties of the fluid
at the location of the 6-in. failed valve.
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Figure 8-10 shows the void-averagemixture density and the hydrodynamic
volume rate of fill. The flatteningof the curve at approximately
11 to 15 seconds reflects flow stratification,as predicted by RELAP.

Figure 8-11 shows the mass flow rate (liquidphase + vapor phase) at the
same location,as calculatedby RELAP.

Figure 8-12 shows the hydrodynamic-volumetemperaturetransient (Tempf).
The curve labeled Tempg is plotted only to show the actual saturation
temperatureof the vapor at the pressure of the hydrodynamicvolume.

Figure 8-13 shows the pressure of the hydrodynamicvolume. Pressure
spike caused by rapid condensationare not shown because RELAP5 algorithms
smooth out excessive spikes of pressure. However, RELAP predicts the proper
environmentfor condensation_inducedwater hammer.

Figure 8-14 shows the phase velocities (Velgj - vapor velocity,
V_Ifj - liquid velocity) at the fluid junction upstream of the hydrodynamic
volume.

Figure 8-15 shows the liquid (Voidf)and vapor (Voidg)void fractions at
the hydrodynamicvolume; this figure is includedto assist in the
interpretationof Figure 8-14.

Within 11.5 seconds from the time at which valve MSS-25 starts to open,
the water rises to the top of the vertical piping section. Thereafter RELAP
predicts flow stratificationin the horizontal pipe toward the 8- by 4-in.
reducerpipe that includesthe 6-in. failed valve. At about 15 seconds the
flow regime is predictedto change to bubbly flow. Simultaneously,the
subcooledfluid begins to enter the 8-in. sloped branched pipe that tees into
the horizontal pipe, and the flow in this branch changes from stratifiedto
bubbly. This change indicatesthat the conditions are such to initiate
condensation-inducedwater hammer.

8.5.4 Thermal Analysis of 6-in. Cast-lronValve

A thermal analysis of the cast-ironvalve has been performed to provide
steady-stateand transienttemperaturedistributionsfor the stress analysis.
Three thermal analyseswere done. The first and second analyses were
performedwith a full-lengthaxisymmetric(r,z) model of the valve and a small
portion of the attached piping. The third analysis,of the axial sectionof
the valve at the failure location,provided azimuthaland radial temperature
variation.

8.5.4.1 AxisymmetricalAnalysis of Cast Iron-Valve. Transient temperatures
for the failed steam valve were predictedwith a numerical thermal model of
the valve. These predictedresults support the initial structural assumption
of a 55 to 325 °F temperaturegradient from the inside to the outside surface
of the wall of the valve body at the failure location.

In the first case, the steam valve was modeled as insulatedand at an
initiaitemperatureof 34u -r, the upper limiting temperaturefor the steam
supplied from the boiler. For cunservatism,any thermal loss in the piping
from the boiler to the location of the failed valve was ignored. The
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temperatureof the water on entering the valve was assumed to be 55 °F. The
numericalmodel reduces the temperatureof the inner surface of the valve
linearly with time from 340 to 55 °F over a period of I second. The time
required for the temperaturereduction is an assumption to account for the
behavior of the water entering the valve.

Figure 8-16 is a plot showingthe predictedtransient response of the
wall of the valve body at the location of the failure. The upper curve is a
transienttemperatureplot of the surface of the outer wall. The lower curve
is the transienttemperatureplot of the surfaceof the inner wall. The most
severe temperaturegradient occurs at 1.0 second when the valve experiences
the full effect of water at 55 °F. The temperaturegradient is 285 °F through
the wall of the valve body. The majority of this gradient occurs through the
inner half of the wall thickness. The wall thickness at the failed location
is nominally5/8 in. The temperaturegradient through the inner 5/16 in. of
the wall is 247 °F. The outer 5/16 in. of the valve wall has a temperature
gradient of 38 °F. This effect can be seen in Figure 8-17, a gray scale
representationof the temperaturedistributionat the failure location.

The second case modeled the valve as uninsulatedand at an initial
temperatureof 300 °F. This value is the lower limiting temperature for the
steam supplied from the boiler. The water was assumed to enter the valve at
55 °F. The numericalmodel reduces the temperature of the surface of the
inner valve linearlywith time from 300 °F to 55 °F in I second.

Figure 8-18 is a plot of the transient temperaturespredicted for the
First 5 secondsat the failure location. Figure 8-19 is a plot of the same
location for the First 60 secondsof the transient. The plots show that the

through-walltemperaturegradient predicted is approximately245 °F at a time
of I second. The failed section of the valve cools throughout to below 100 °F
within approximately45 seconds after the water enters.

This analysis indicatedthat the time constant of the valve in the
failure location is approximatelyfive seconds.

8.5.4.2 Analysis of Cast-IronValve ConsideringAzimuthal Temperature
Variation. Analysts suspectthat the water that first reached the top of the
riser above valve MSS-25 spread out readily on the bottom of the
8-in.-diameterhorizontal piping. The result would have been open channel
flow that quickly spilled over into the bottom of the 6-in. cast-iron valve.
Thus, the bottom of the hot (340 °F) valve would have been exposed to cold
(55 °F) water first.

For a transientthermal analysis,the model representedthe section of
the valve body that broke. This analysis shows that, when cold water is
introduced into the lower portionof the valve body, the portion of the valve
body that is in contact with the water cools rapidly. Figure 8-20 shows the
time required to cool the lower portion of the valve body to the temperature
of the enteringwater. This case assumes that the water level in the valve
is 1.5 in.
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Two of the more conservativeassumptionsused in this analysis are as
follows.

• The temperatureof the water introducedinto the valve is not raised as
the valve heats up.

• The heat transfer coefficientduring the course of the transient is
maintained at 3,000 Btu/h-ft**2 °F.

Figures 8-21 and 8-22 are sectionviews of the model used for this
analysis. One quadrant of the valve has been translated 6 in. in the
X direction for improved visibilityof the through-wallgradients. These
figures show the temperaturedistributionsin the valve at 8 seconds after the
water reached the valve location and at 28 seconds after the water reached the
valve location,respectively.

8.6 ANALYSIS OF CONDENSATION-INDUCEDWATER HAMMER

To determinewhether condensation-inducedwater hammer could have
occurred,WHC obtained the servicesof NumericalApplications,Inc. (NAl), of
Richland,Washington. The NAI has analyticalmodels that treat the phenomenon
of the formationof water slugs caused by the interactionof water and steam
and calculatethe resulting pressure pulses caused by the dynamics of such
water slugs. These methods have been applied in the past to N Reactor safety
analyses (Thurgood1987).

8.6.1 Introduction

This section provides an analysisof the possibility for and the
magnitude of the condensation-inducedwater hammer that may have resulted in
the Failure of the closed 6-in. gate valve in the U-3 steam valve pit. The
analysis is based primarilyon the use of the CHOP (CountercurrentHOrizontal
Pipe) program developed at The MassachusettsInstituteof Technology by Bjorge
and Griffith (1984) and the SLUGDYN (SLUG DYNamics)I program based on work
performedat CREARE, INC., by Block (1977).

Three cases are considered as scenariosthat could have resulted in
condensation-inducedwater hammer. The analysis predicts the magnitude and
duration of the pressure pulses resultingfrom each of the following cases.

Case I - The condensate filling the pipe behind valve MSS-25 rapidly
acceleratedup the riser and down the horizontal8-in. line until it struck
the 8- by 4-in. reducer. The magnitude and duration of the resultant pressure
pulse is a function of the following.

° The initial length of the water slug
° The pressure difference across the slug
• The end condition at the 4-in. reducer, i.e., was the 4-in. line filled

with condensate or was it filled with steam?

ICHOP and SLUGDYN are trademarksof NumericalApplications, Inc.
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• The condition of the 8-in. cross-over line at the time of slug impact,
i.e., did it partiallyfill with water as the slug accelerateddown the
line?

Case 2 - After water filled the 8-in. riser, the water flow rate was such that
the water flowed into the 8-in. horizontalline in a stratified flow. This
stratified flow went into the 8-in. cross-over line and continued down the
line through the 8- by 4-in. reducer into the 4-in. line. Because the 8-in.
cross-over line slopes upward from valve MSS-27 and on the assumptionthat not
all of the flow could be handled by the 4-in. line, the 8-in. line from the
riser to the reducerwould fill with water as the water flowed along the
incline of the 8-in. cross-over line. As the length of the stratified
interfaceincreased,the condensationrate of steam on the horizontal
interfacewould increase. Eventuallythe steam flow induced by condensation
would be large enough to induce unstable wave growth on the liquid surface,
resulting in the formationof a water slug that would accelerate down the pipe
until it encounteredthe liquid-filledportion of the 8-in. line. The
magnitudeof the resultingpressure pulse is a function of the following"

• The volume of water in the 8-in. cross-over line
• The pressuredifference across the slug
• The piping system geometry.

Case 3 - This case is the same as case 2 except for the assumption that the
water flow is such that the flow in the 4-in. line is stratified and the 4-in.
line does not completely fill with water. This case also assumes that the
downstream end of the 4-in. line has access to an unlimited steam supply, a
condition that apparentlydid not exist but was not conclusivelyruled out.
In this case, condensationon the interfacein the 4-in. line results in
unstablewave growth and slug formation. The slug accelerates back up the
4-in. line until it encounte_'sthe water-filledriser. The magnitude and
duration of the resultingpressure force is a function of the following:

• The liquid level in the 4-in. line
• The pressure difference across the slug
• The geometry of the piping system.

8.6.2 General Information

The general layout of the piping is shown in the isometric sketch in
Figure 8-23. All of the piping consists of schedule 40 pipe. Line sizes and
slopes are shown, as is the direction of steam flow during normal operation.
Valve MSS-25 was closed initially,and the assumption is that the piping on
the upstream side of this valve was filled with condensate. This line,
extending approximately840 ft from valve MSS-25 to a live steam line, is
buried; the ground temperatureis assumed to be approximately55 °F
year'round. The line drops approximately11 ft from the live steam line to
valve MSS-25. Because the valve had been shut for several months and the line
is connected to a live steam line on the other end, it is reasonable to assume
that steam would condense in the line and that the line would fill with
condensate. The condensate is assumed to have been in the line long enough
for the water in the line to reach thermal equilibriumwith the ground, i.e.,
the temperatureof the condensatewas 55 °F. When the valve was opened, the
steam pressure on the upstream end of the water-filledpipe is assumed to have
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forced the water through the valve and into the 8-in. riser pipe. The water
then would flow horizontallyinto the 8-in. and 4-in. lines at the top of the
steam pit. The horizontalflow of water as well as the turbulence inducedby
flow around bends and throughtees would result in condensationof the steam
in contactwith the cold water, reducing the steam pressure and increasingthe
flow of both steam and liquid in the direction of the condensationsite.

8.6.3 Analysis

Three possible scenariosfor the formation of condensation-inducedwater
hammer have been postulated"

° ° Accelerationof the condensatebehind MSS-25 after the valve is opened.
The accelerationof the slug could have increasedas a result of
condensationon the downstreamend of the slug

• Condensation-inducedformationof a slug on the stratified liquid flow
in the horizontal8-in. cross-over line

• Condensation-inducedformationof a slug on the stratified liquid flow
in the horizontal 4-in. line.

Each of these cases is examined in the following sections.

8.6.3.1 Accelerationof CondensateSlug through Piping. The first scenario
postulatedfor an event causing a pressure pulse that would break the 6-in.
valve is that condensate that had accumulatedbehind the closed MSS-25 valve
was pushed through the valve into the 8-in. riser line as the valve was
opened. As the slug of water was pushed along the 8-in. line and flowed
around the bend at the top of the riser, the increaseddisturbanceof the
liquid/steaminterfacecaused by flow around the bend and through the tee
acceleratedthe condensationrate of the steam. The increasedrate of
condensationcaused the pressure on the downstream end of the water slug to
decrease rapidly, acceleratingthe slug. If the 4-in. line were closed at the
far end and filled with steam, once the slug face crossed the tee connecting
the 8-in. horizontal line to the 8-in. horizontal cross-over line, the 4-in.
line would have been cut off from the steam supply and the trapped steam would
condense rapidly, dropping the pressure on the downstreamend of the slug to
zero and rapidly acceleratingthe slug toward the 8- by 4-in. reducer. If the
4-in. line were filled with condensate,the depressurizationwould occur even
faster. When the water slug reached the reducer, it would decelerate rapidly
because of the flow restrictionand would stop when it reached the condensate.
Either conditionwould result in a pressure pulse that could cause the valve
to fail. This scenario is depicted in the figures described below.

Figure 8-24 illustratesthe condition likely before the valve was
opened. The piping behind MSS-25 is filled with water and the 4-in. line is
filled with condensatewith a sloping interface19.08-ft long ending at the
8-in. riser pipe. If the 4-in. line was connected to a steam tF_p, then the
line would not have had water in it. Which of these circumstanceswas the
case is not known. The length of the water slug upstream of MSS-25 is not
known. Other analyses have indicatedthat the valve was closed long enough
for condensate to fill the entire line. If this indeed were the case, then
the slug would acceleratevery slowly because of its mass (840 ft long) and
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its velocity would not be sufficientto create significantwater-hammer
pressures. On the other hand, the duration of the pressure pulse could be
long. If condensatedid not fill the entire line but only a short portion
near the valve, then higher water slug velocitiescould be achieved.

Figure 8-25 illustratesthe conditionshortly after valve opening began.
The water flows through the valve and begins to fill the riser. Rapid
accelerationat this time is not likely because the interfacebetween the
liquid and the steam is relatively stable in this position and the liquid at
the surface is probably saturated.

Figure 8-26 illustratesthe onset of rapid condensationresulting from
the disturbancecaused by flow around the bend in the pipe. Rapid
condensationresults in rapid decompressionon the downsteam end of the water
slug and accelerationof the water slug toward the 8- by 4-in. reducer (see
Figure 8-27).

In Figure 8-28, the slug strikesthe reducers and the water that fills
the 4-in. line. This impact generates a pressure pulse that travels in both
directions from the point of impact. As the pressurewave passes the 6-in.
tee connectingto the 6-in. valve (closed),a fraction of the pressure wave is
transmittedinto the valve. When this pressure wave reaches the valve disc,
it reflects off the disc as a decompressionwave equal in magnitude to the
incomingwave, doubling the magnitudeof the pressure wave. This pressure
pulse could cause the failure of the valve. When the pressurewave in the
8-in. line reaches the 8-in. tee, it will reflect as a decompressionwave back
toward the reducer, reducing the magnitudeof the pressure in the line.

Figure 8-29 shows the impact of a shorter slug. In this instance, the
velocity of the slug at impact would be much higher than in the cases
described above; however, the duration of the pressure pulse would be shorter.

The magnitude of the water-hammerover-pressureand the duration of the
pressure pulse at the location of the 6-in. valve for this scenario have been
calculatedwith the SLUGDYN program (Block 1977). See Thurgood 1987 and
Block 1977 for a complete descriptionof the methodologyused to calculate the
water-hammerover-pressure. For the simple case of the accelerationof a slug
with a constant length under a constant pressure gradient, the equations are
as follows:

Pl := 62.28 Ibm/ft3. (I)

The slug length is

Is := 800.0 ft. (2)

The system steam pressure is

p := 128 Ibr/inz. (3)

The length of voided pipe is

I := 20.24 ft. (4)
P
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The slug velocity at impact is given by

_2 •ip .p (5)
vs(1) :=

Pz "I

The bulk modulus of elasticity for the water is

K_ :- 3.208 X 105 Ibf/in2. (6)

Young's modulus for the pipe wall is

E := 30.0 X 106 Ibr/in2. (7)

The 8-in. pipe wall thickness is

(;:= 0.0268 ft. (8)

The inside diameter of the 4-in. pipe is

D8 := 0.665 ft. (9)

The wave speed in the 8-in. pipe is

aw e := Pl = 4343 f___tt. (I0)

1 + K_''D8 S
E'_

The water-water impact over-pressureis

Vs(1) (11)
Ap(1) := Pz " aw8 " 2 "

The 4-in. pipe wall thickness is

(;4"- 0.237 in = 0.01975 ft. (12)

The 4-in. pipe inside diameter is

D4 "= 4.026 in. = 0.3355 ft. (13)

The wave speed in the 4-in. pipe is

P_ ___ . (14)aw4 := = 4494 ft

i + KL'D4 s
E'E.
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The magnitude of the pressure wave transmitted into the 4-in. pipe is

D# _ 0.3473 ft 2 (15)
As :=x " 4

A4 := x . --4 _ 0.0884 ft 2 (16)4

m 8
2 '

s := awa = 1.605 (17)
As A4

aw8 aw4

Ap 4 := Ap(I") • s = I028 ibf/in 2 . (18)

The magnitude of the pressure wave transmitted back along the 8-in.
Iine is

Ap 8(I) := (s-l) • Ap(1) + Ap(1) (19)

Ap s(Is) = 1028 Ibf/in 2 . (20)

The duration of the pressure wave will be

ew(z) ::2 (21)
aw8

tw (I_) : O. 3684 S. (22)

As the exact length of the water slug upstream of the valve is not
known, the water-hammer over-pressure is represented best as a function of
slug length (see Figures 8-30 and 8-31).

The duration of the pressure pulse can also be plotted as a function of
the slug length (see Figures 8-32 and 8-33)•

The magnitude of the pressure pulse will be reduced by the following
factor when it passes the 8-in. tee:

2 • AB

S8 : = aw8 : 0.682. (23)
AB +2 AB

a w8 a w4
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The magnitude of the pressure in the 8-in. line in the vicinity of the
failed valve will be reduced by a factor of 1.0 minus this ratio each time a
pressurewave is transmittedfrom the tee to the reducer and back. Therefore,
the actual duration of the pressure pulse at the failed valve will be reduced
from the time given in the above equations by this effect.

Conclusion: This calculationassumes the longest possible length of
voided pipe during rapid condensation;to provide a conservativeestimate of
the magnitude and duration of the pressure pulse, the reductionof the
magnitudeand duration of the pressurewave by reflectionsat the 8-in. tee
have not been included. Because it is likely that the entire length of the
pipe upstream of MSS-25 was filled with condensate,the best estimate for the
water hammer for this case is approximately1,000 Ibf/in2 and the duration of
the pressure pulse is approximately0.37 seconds. Higher pressure pulses for
shorterdurations are possible if smaller amounts of condensate were in the
line when the valve was opened.

8.6.3.2 Condensation-lnducedFormationof A Water Slug in the B-in. Cross-
over Line. The conditions for this case are similar to those in the previous
case except that the liquid flow rate is assumed to be low enough that the
liquid flows through the horizontallines at the top of the riser in
stratifiedflow. Under this condition,water will flow into both the 8-in.
cross-overline and the 4-in. line, fillingthe 8-in. line connected to the
failed valve and the 4-in. line with water as the level in the upward sloping
8-in. cross-over line increases. At some point, condensationon the
stratifiedinterface in the 8-in. cross-over line will become sufficiently
large that the steam flowingover the interfacewill develop unstablewave
growth. This process results in the formation of a water slug in the 8-in.
cross-overline. The sudden increase in condensationcaused by the formation
of the unstable interfacewili sweep the water in the cross-over line into a
slug that will travel back up the 8-in. cross-overline and strike the water-
filled 8-in. line to which the failed 6-in. valve is attached. Figure 8-34
schematicallyshows the condition in the piping system just before slug
formation.

The CHOP program (Bjorgeand Griffith 1984) was used to calculate the
liquid flow rates where slug formationcan be expected to occur, as well as
the liquid fraction in the 8-in. cross-overline when slug formation occurs.
This liquid fraction determinesthe final slug length and the velocity with
which it strikes the water solid piping (filled)and thereforedetermines the
magnitude and duration of the condensation-inducedwater hammer. The
equationssolved in CHOP are not presented here. See Thurgood 1987 and Bjorge
and Griffith 1984 for a completediscussion of the equations. Only the
resultsof the analysis are presented here. The liquid fraction in the 8-in.
cross-overline at the time of slug formationand the length of the 8-in.
cross-overline are used in SLUGDYN to calculatethe magnitude of the water
hammer over-pressureand the length of the slug at impact. The slug length
then is used to calculate the duration of the water hammer over-pressure.
CHOP predicts that condensation-inducedwater hammer wil'loccur in the 8-in.
cross-overline if the liquid flow rate is between I and 2 Ib/s. This value
correspondsto a liquid velocity between 0.05 and 0.1 ft/s.
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The liquid fraction in the pipe under these conditions is predicted to be
0.6051 Using this value, SLUGDYN produces a water-hammerover-pressureof
2,255 ibf/in_ with a duration of

21.08ft
t o :: 2 • = 0.009708s. (24)

aw8

This pressurewave will be reducedby a factor of

s8 = 0.6667 (25)

when it passes through the tee connection to the 8-in. line connecting to the
6-in. valve. The pressure seen at the 6-in. valve should be on the order of

P6 '= 22551bfin2 "s8- 15031bfin _ . (26)

8.6.3.3 Condensation-lnducedFormationof A Water Slug in the 4-in. Line.
The mechanismcausing formationof a water slug in the 4-in. line is similar
to that for slug formation in the 8-in. cross-overline if water flows down
this line in stratifiedflow. However, the current understandingis that the
4-in. line is not connectedto a significantsteam supply at the downstream
end, a necessaryconditionfor the formationof a slug that would be driven
toward the section of piping containingthe 6-in. valve that failed.
Therefore,this case is not consideredfeasible for the cause of the water
hammer. However, condensationinducedby water first running down the
4-in. line could act as the triggerto generate a slug in both the 4-in. line
and the 8-in. cross-over line.

A slug may accelerate down the 4-in. line if the liquid level in the
8-in. line rises high enough to cover the top of the 4-in. line at the
reducer. With no steam source at the downstream end of the 4-in. line
(i.e., the line ends at a valve), the trapped steam bubble would condense
rapidly, acceleratingliquid down the l.ineuntil it strikesthe closed end.
This processwould produce a pressure pulse that would travel back up the
4-in. line to the reducer. If the 8-in. line has filled with water, a
fractionof this pressure pulse would be transmitted into the 8-in. line at
the reducer; this fraction travels to the location of the tee connecting to
the failed 6-in. gate valve. This scenariowould require that the equivalent
of a 4-in.-diameterslug the length of the 4-in. line acceleratedown the
4-in. line. SLUGDYN has been used to calculate the velocity of this slug and
the resultingpressure pulse in the 4-in. line. The magnitude of the pressure
pulse in the line would be 2,477 Ibr/in2. When the pressure pulse reaches the
tee, only a fraction of the pulse is transmitted into the 8-in. line"

2" Ac

S48 := aw4 = 0. 3948. (27)
A4 AB

aw4 aw8
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Therefore, the magnitude of the pressurewave transmittedinto the 8-in.
Iine is

Ap4B := S48 "2477 Ibf/in 2 = 978 ibf/in 2. (28)

The duration of this pressure pulse would be similar to, but shorter
than, the duration of the pressure pulse in case I above. Because this
pressure pulse is smaller in magnitude and because the first case is likely to
occur if this case occurs, the first case is the controllingload. Because
both cases can occur (one shortly after the other), some additive effect of
the two pressure pulses may occur. No attempt has been made to estimate this
effect. Its maximum effect would be the sum of the two pressure pulses, or

Padd := P6 + AP4s = 2481 ibf/in 2. (29)

Once the 4-in. line and the 8-in. line connected to the failed
6-in. gate valve have filled with water, they will drain back into the
8-in. cross-overline connectingthem to the main steam supply line. As they
drain, a steam bubble propagatesup the 8-in. line connectedto the valve and
down the 4-in. line. Once the total exposed length of the horizontally
stratifiedinterface in both the 8- and the 4-in. lines reaches a critical
value, unstable wave growth occurs and condensationincreases sharply. The
horizontallystratifiedwater in the 8-in. cross-over line is swept into a
water slug that strikes the tee connectingthe 8-in. lines, generating a
pressure pulse on the order of the pressurepulse given by equation 29 above.
The nearly simultaneousimpact of a slug in the 4-in. line could produce a
pressure pulse of 3,824 Ibr/inz in the 4-in. line that would transmit a pulse
of

AP4 cob := S48 "3824 Ibf/in 2 = 1510 ibf, _n2. (30)

This force, combined with the pressure pulse generated in the 8-in. cross-over
line, could produce a combined effect of

padd2 := P6 + AP4 cob = 3031 ibf/in 2. (31)

8.6.4 Conclusions

Results of these analyses should be considered approximate,as there are
a number of unknowns concerning the conditions in the piping just before the
event. Analysis results indicatethat the magnitude of the condensation-
inducedwater-hammerover-pressureis in the range of approximately1,500 to
3,000 Ibf/in_ for 0.01 seconds or approximately1,000 Ibr/in2 for
0.37 seconds, dependingon its locationand the mechanism generating it. Much
higher pressure pulses could have occurred if the condensate upstream of
MSS-25 did not fill the entire line or if the slug lengths occurring in the
8-in. cross-over line were shorter than those that have been estimated in this
analysis. The figuresprovided in the report can be used to estimate the
magnitude and duration of pressure pulses resulting from shorter slug lengths.
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The phenomena that have been analyzed in this report have been
demonstratedto occur in scale model tests conductedat the Westinghouse
Science and TechnologyCenter in Pittsburgh,Pennsylvania(see Section 8.7).

8.7 THERMAL-HYDRAULICEXPERIMENTS

8.7.1 Test Facility

Tests were conducted at the WestinghouseScience and Technology Center
(STC) July 12-15, 1993, on a I/6-scalemodel of the piping involved in the
June 7, 1993, steam line accident at WHC. The model, which is built of glass
tubes (see Figures 8-35 and 8-36) simulatesthe geometry of the 8- and
4-in. lines shown in the schematics in Figure 8-37. lt includes the
8-in. riser, the 21-ft-long,8-in. south-northcross-over pipe, the 8-in. line
joining the 4-in. line through an 8- by 4-in. eccentricreducer, and the tee
on which was mounted the 6-in. valve that failed. The model includes a gate
valve before the 8-in. riser, simulatingthe 8-in. valve that was opened, a
steam-bleedvalve at the end of the 4-in. line, and another steam-bleedvalve
at the bottom of the riser.

In the model, water is admitted from a small water reservoir containing
enough water to fill twice the volume of the piping. The water is driven from
the reservoir by i)ressurizedair kept at a constant set pressure of
2, 3, or 4 Ibf/in% This pressure is maintained by a pressure regulator. The
steam, generated by a steam generator, is admitteddirectly into the simulated
8-in. line through a reducermade to fit the hose of the steam generator.

Two views of the test apparatus are shown in Figure 8-35, a front view
through a protectivetransparentplate, and a side view in Figure 8-36. In
the front view, from left to right are the steam generator, the hose
connecting the steam generator and the glass tube, the glass test section, a
12-in. scale for measuring the rate of water rise in the riser, a vertical
copper water reservoirconnectedto the water supply and to the house air
supply, drain valves and drain pan, and a support structure.

Figure 8-35 shows the simulated8- by 4-inch reducer in the glass test
section, the steam trap at the bottom of the riser, the pressure transducer at
the tee of the failed valve (note that this arrangementfor the pressure
transducerdid not allow the pressure transducerto record reliably, so the
pressure transducerwas relocatedas described below), and a transparent
protective plate. At the far left of the figure, the visicorder can be seen;
it records the output of the pressure transducer. On top of the visicorder
are two digital readout devices that read the water and steam temperatures.

The measurementswere taken as follows:by two thermocouples,one at the
steam inlet to the simulated8-in. line and a second at the water inlet; by a
pressure transducer at the tee, by a video recorder,and by timing the rate of
water rise in the vertical riser along a distance of 12 in.

The data recorded by the pressure transducer at the time when the video
cassettewas made are not reliable becausethe pressure transducer was exposed
to fast temperaturetransientsduring the condensationand to a direct current
(DC) drift. To rectify this problem, the transducerwas removed from the tee
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near the failed 6-in. valve and a 90+ elbow was installedin its place; a
vertical6-in.-long stainlesssteel tube, 3/4-in. in diameter, was connected
to this elbow, and the transducerwas installed at the bottom of this tube.
Filling the tube with water protectedthe transducerfrom the rapid thermal
transients but allowed the pressure pulse to reach the transducer. This
modificationresolved the thermaltransients at the transducer and allowed
reliablepressure data to be obtained. High positivepressure pulses can be
recordedwhen the pressure transducer is exposed to a continuouswater column.
However, when the water column is interruptedby steam or by air bubbles, the
high pressure pulse will be dampened by the compressionof the bubbles, and
the transducerwill measure a reduced pressure.

The thermocouplemeasuring the steam temperatureis located near the
inlet where the steam enters the simulated8-in. piping and is affected by the
temperatureof the water and the condensing steam.

8.7.2 Test Procedure

The cold-water storage was filled with water at approximately 72 °F, and
was pressurized with a set air pressure of 2 - 4 Ibf/in . When the 50 Ib/h
steam generator was turned on, steam flowed for a few minutes through the
piping, venting through two bleed valves, one at the bottom of the riser and
the second at the end of the simulated 4-in. piping.

Before the water flow was started, the bleed valve at the bottom of the
riser was shut, allowing the steam to continue to bleed through the end of the
simulated 4-in. piping. Next, the gate valve at the bottom of the riser was
opened to allow the water to fill the riser before it flowed into the piping.
The rate at which the water rose in the riser varied in the tests from
approximately 0.25 to approximately I in/s.

The water and steam temperatures were read by digital recorders, the
pressure transducer was recorded on a visicorder, and the events were recorded
by a video/audio recorder. The test ended when the cold-water storage was
emptied. Depending on the water flow rate, the duration of each test was a
few minutes.

At the conclusion of each test, the water was drained from the test
section, steam flow was resumed through the test section as mentioned above,
and a new test was begun.

On occasion, the initial steam temperature and pressure were too high to
allow the water to enter the test section, and the test had to be aborted and
restarted at a steam temperature close to 214 °F, approximately. Variations
in steam temperature and the associated steam pressure affect the flow rate of
the water into the test section. Thus, the tests were conducted with a
transient water-inlet flow resulting from the transient driving head.

8.7.3 Test Results

Eleven tests recorded by video camera were obtained. Five additional
tests were conducted with pressure transducer data. Of the 11 tests recorded
on video, the first five were conducted with a sloping (simulated) 8-in. pipe
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having a rise of 1.25 in. along a 48.75-in.length of tube. Tests 6 through
11 were conductedwith a horizontal simulated8-in. pipe. Two distinct
phenomenaappeared from these two conditions. For the sloping pipe, the water
hammer occurred along the east-west8- and 4-in. pipes, initiated at the
8- by 4-in. reducerwhen the reducerwas covered with water. Repeated pulses
were recorded. The waves traveled back and forth along the 8- and
4-in. piping.

When the 8-in. pipe was horizontal,the condensationevent began at the
reducer near the steam generator. This reducer does not exist in the
prototype,but had to be manufacturedinto the model to connect the steam
line. A better representationof the prototypewould have resulted from
connecting the 8-in. pipe to an 8-in. tee that, in turn, was connected to the
steam generator.

The events that occurredduring tests conductedwith the pipes
horizontalwere more violent than those in the tests with the pipes sloping
because the slug of water along the north-south8-in. pipe was accelerated
against the tee near the top of the riser.

When the water flow rate was low, the water hammer began in a steam-
water stratified pipe, whereas at a high flow rate, the condensationevents
occurred after the pipe filled with water. Repeated water-hammerpulsations
were observed, some of them quite strong.

The data from each test include a video/audiorecording, temperatures,
air pressure,rates at which water rose in the riser, pressure transducer
information(which is unreliable for tests I through 11), and piping slope.
The pressuredata obtained from tests 12 through 16 are reliable, indicating a
peak pressure for horizontalpiping of approximately20 Ibf/inz and a
pulsating frequencyof 0.3 to I Hz. Three tests (12, 13, and 14) were
performed on July 14, 1993, with horizontalpiping, at a water fill rate of
0.6 in/s, 0.69 in/s, and 0.1 in/s respectively,and two additionaltests
(15 and 16) were performed on July 15, 1993, with sloping pipe (I.25-in.rise
in 48.75-in. along the 8-in. north-southpipe). At a very low fill rate of
0.1 ft/s, not much happened. The fill rate in test 15 was 0.67 in/s and in
test 16, 0.33 in/s.

In general, the events in tests with sloped piping registered only the
negative pressure generated by the condensing steam, whereas with horizontal
piping, positive pressures were recorded because of a continuous water column
near the transducer. There was one exception, in test 16, when rapid venting
through the valve at the bottom of the water reservoir suddenly increased the
pressure driving the water and accelerated a water slug into the test section
which in turn generated a positive pressure pulse of approximately 20 Ibf/in2_
The data indicate that the maximumpressure pulse was approximately 20 Ibf/in 2
and that the frequency of pulsation was between 0.3 Hz and I Hz (time period
of I to 3 seconds). A corresponding pressure pulse can be estimated from the
expression"

_P = C' p c W (32)

where Z_Pis the magnitude of the pressure pulse; C' is a coefficient that
depends on the pipe geometry, the steam-water flow pattern at the moment of

_
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condensation,and the pipe cross secti,}nthrough which the wave is
transmitted;p is the density of water; c is the acousticvelocity in water
(4,800 ft/s); and W is the velocity of the condensing surfac.e. The data
indicatethat for W = 2 ft/s and C'--0.5,we obtainZ_P= 64_5 Ibf/in2.

• For W=I ft/s, which is withir the data range,Z_P= 32.2 Ibr/in_. This value
is within the range of the data and can be matched to the data by changing the
coefficientC'. An estimate of C' and W for the prototypicconditions would
allow extrapolationof the data from the model to the prototype.

The pressure pulses in tests 12, 13, and 14 indicate a negative pressure
of I to 2 Ibf/in2. These events lasted 0.I and 0.2 seconds. Test 14 shows
some s-,rious signal that interferedwith the pressure pulse. The pressure
pulses i,,tests 15 and 16 (slopedpipes) show only negative pressures of a
magnitude of approximately2 Ibf/in2.

Other variables that could affect the phenomena are stopping the steam
oenerationbefore the introductionof water, closing the bleed valve at the
_d of the 4-in. line, and replacingthe reducerwith a tee at the inlet of
the steam generator to the 8-in. pipe.

8.7.4 Extrapolationof the Results to the Prototype

The primary purpose of the testing was to verify whether a given
geometry is susceptibleto condensation-inducedwater hammer. The use of
these results to predict the magnitude of the pressure pulse would require _
carefullyde-aerated system and steam supply.

Work related to various geometric configurationshas been performedby
Westinghousefor problems related to steam generators (Roidt 1980). However,
this work has not been applied directly to predicting pressure-pulse
magnitude. Instead, the results of other experimentswith different
geometries in which the supply steam was de-aeratedhave been used for
extrapolation. The reason is that the above expressionfor Z_P,with C' = 0.5,
gives the impulsepressure generated by the impact of two columns of water on
the assumption that a perfect vacuum exists between the two impactingfaces.
Although the presence of non-condensiblegases in the steam has little effect
on the condensingcoefficients(Roidt 1980), its presence as a cushion between
the two impactingcolumns of water has a large degrading effect on the
magnitudeof the maximum pressurewave. For this reason,we predict a maximum
pressure--pulsemultiplier of approximately18, yielding a peak pressure pulse,
after bubble collapse,of approximately2,260 Ibr/in2 in the actual system.

8.7.5 Conclusionsfrom Tests

° Condensation-inducedwater hammer began at the 8- by 4-in. reducer when
the 8-in. south-northpipe was sloped; the pulses travelled along the
e-st-west 8- and 4-in. pipes.

|

° When the south-north8-in. pipe was horizontal rather than sloped, water
hammer occurred in the 8-in. pipe, and the water slug accelerated
against the 8-_n. tee at the south end of the 8-in. pipe.
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• The pressure pulses measured indicate a peak positive pressure of
approximately20 Ibf/in2 for horizontalI_ipingand a peak negative
pressure pulse of approximately4 Ibf/in_ for sloped piping.

• The presence of non-condensiblegases in the system makes it difficult
to extrapolatethe measured pressure pulses to prototypicconditions.
Instead, the magnitude of the prototypicpressure pulse was estimated
from the work of others; the tests verified that condensation-induced
water hammer did occur.

• The magnitude of the pressure pulses caused by condensation-induced
water hammer is drasticallyreduced in the presence of non-condensible
gases. Introducingnon-condensiblegases into the actual system may be
one way to reduce the peak pressures anticipatedwhen
condensation-inducedwater hammer is of concern.

8.8 CONCLUSIONS

This evaluation led to the conc+iusionthat the probable initiator of
this accidentwas a condensation-inducedwater hammer exacerbatedby a thermal
transient in the cast-iron valve.

z
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Figure 8-I. Plan View of Piping in U-3 Valve Pit.
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Figure 8-2. Valve Line-Up Before Accident, June 7, 1993.
See Detail 'A'
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Figure 8-3. Valve Line-Up at Time of Accident ( = 7"18 p.m.).
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Figure 8-4. First Attempt to Isolate Valve After Accident.
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Figure 8-5. Final Isolation of Valve After Accident.
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Figure 8-6. Steam Pressure in Pipeline Before Valve Failure.
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Figure 8-7. Schematic Illustrationsof a Condensation-Induced
Water Hammer. (Illustrationsa throughg, 4 sheets)
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Figure 8-7. Schematic Illustrationsof a Condensation-lnduced
Water Hammer. (cont)
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Figure 8-7. Schematic Illustrationsof a Condensation-lnduced
Water Hammer. (cont)
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Figure 8-7. Schematic Illustrationsof a Condensation-lnduced
Water Hammer. (cont)
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Figure 8-8. Summary of CalculationsEstimatingCondensation.
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Figure 8-9. Flow Rate, Valve MSS-25.
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Figure 8-10. Fluid Density at Locationof Failed Valve.
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Figure8-11. FlowRate,FailedValveLocation.
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Figure 8-12. Hydrodynamic-VolumeTemperatureTransient at
Failed Valve Location.
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Figure 8-13. Pressureof HydrodynamicVolume at Failed Valve Location.
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Figure 8-14. Phase Velocities at Fluid Junction Upstream of
HydrodynamicVolume.
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Figure 8-15. Liquid and Vapor Void Fractionsof HydrodynamicVolume.
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Figure 8-16. TransientThermal Response of Valve Body at Failure Location.
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Figure 8-17. Gray Scale Representation of Temperature Distribution at Valve
Failure Location at Times 1.0 second.
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Figure 8-18. TransientTemperaturesat Failure Location (First 5 seconds).
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Figure 8-19. Transient Temperaturesat Failure Location (First 60 seconds).
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Figure 8-21. SectionalView of Valve Body (Model)8 secondsAfter
Cold Water ReachesValve.
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Figure 8-22. SectionalView of Valve Body (Model)2.8 secondsAfter
Cold Water ReachesValve.



Figure 8-23. Isometric of the Upper-Elevation Piping to and from
the U-3 Valve Pit.
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Figure 8-24. PostulatedConditionof Valve Before Opened.
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Figure 8-26. Onset of Rapid Condensation.
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Figure 8-28. Slug Striking Reducer and Water-Filled4-in. Line.
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Figure 8-30. Water-Hammer Over-pressure as a Function of Slug Length
(0 to 1,000 ft).

Figure 8-31. Water-Hammer Over-pressure as a Function of Slug Length
(0 to 100 ft).
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Figure 8-32. Duration of Pressure Pulse as a Function of Slug Length
(0 to 1,000 ft).
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Figure 8-34. Schematic of Pipe Condition Just Before Initiation of
Condensation-lnduced Water Hammer.
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Figure 8 35. Photograph Showing Front View of Test Model.
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Figure 8-36. PhotographShowingSide View of Test Model.
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Figure 8-37. Sketch of Test Model Piping Assembly.
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Table 8-I. Power House Steam Flows.

I

Time East Export West Export
(p.m.) (thousandsof Ib (thousandsof Ib

per hour) per hour)

4.00 p.m. 4.1 3.3

5:00 4.4 3.8

6:00 4.5 3.7

13.0 10.8
(4.33 average) (3.6 average)

*7:00 4.9 3.21

8:00 4.1 2.3

9:00 3.7 2.5

10:00 3.8 2.9

11.6 7.7
3.86 2 56

* Accident = 7:18 p.m.
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9.0 MATERIAL EXAMINATIONAND ANALYSIS

9.1 SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

The scope of the materials investigationis restricted to metallurgical
analyses of the broken 6-in. valve and a very limited assessmentof its
adjoining8- by 4-in. reducer and integral6-in. tee leg.

9.2 SUMMARY

A metallurgicalfailure analysiswas conducted on the service-ruptured
6-in. gray cast-iron gate valve. The analysis included visual observations,
measurementsof dimensions,limited nondestructiveexamination (NDE),
disassembly,metal microstructuralexamination,scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) examinationof pertinent fracturesurfaces, tensile tests, hardness
tests, and alloy chemical analysis.

These tests indicate that the valve ruptured because it experienced
loads beyond its capacity. The valve material was sound, free of any
significantporosity or shrinkage, and metallurgicallyclean. Metallography
confirmedthat the valve material was gray cast iron, free of cracks, voids,
or significantinclusions. Fractographicanalysis indicatedthat the fracture
mechanism was essentiallythe same on all fracture surfaces examined,
includingfreshly made laboratory fracturespecimens of valve material.
Visual and fracture-surfaceexaminationconfirmedthat there was no corrosion
damage or stress-corrosioncracking to reduce the load-bearingcapacity. Also
there were no apparent pre-existingflaws or cracks of engineering
significance.

Ultimate tensile strength levels of material removed from the valve
flange were about one-half of the 31 kip/in2 minimum value stipulated for
separately cast tensile bars. Brinell hardness (BH) measurementsmade on the
flange and irlthe neighborhoodof the circumferentialfracturewere almost the
same, consistentwith the reduced tensile strength. Chemical composition,
i.e., phosphorus and sulfur,was within specification. Microstructure,carbon
and carbon-equivalentlevel, and maximum length of graphite flakes, all
appeared to correlatewith a reduced tensile strength.

9.3 ONSITE INSPECTIONFOR REMOVAL OF TEE

Two engineersentered the pit on June 12, 1993, to inspect the steam
lines and mark them for removal.

The tee/broken flange sectionwas marked for removal by sawcuLting,as
shown in Figure 9-I. Several circumferential weldments were included in the
tee section to be removed so that analysis could determine whether they had
been affected by the same loading that fractured the 6-in. valve. Shown in
Figure 9-2 are the attached valve flange and fractured area adjacent to the
flange foot, as they were positioned in the pit.
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The sand and mud coveringwas widespread except for a narrow region of
the fracture face adjacent to the place where steam exited after the break and
the entire region at the bottom of the flange/fractureface area. Part of the
remainingfracture face covered by sand, as well as the part of the fracture
surfaceless coveredwith sand, was stained reddish-brownto purple, except
for the bottom 2- to 3-in.-wideregion of the flange. Speculation is that a
reduced-pressurestratifiedsteam-condensateflow or a post-shutdownremnant
water flow might have washed away the lightly adherent sand and reddish-brown
coloration. A faint horizontal "high-water"mark or line was observed in the
interiorof the tee. This line appearedto be about two-thirdF_of the
distance above the bottom of the tee.

The broadenvalve, also covered with sand, was observed from the
scaffold. The valve d'sc appeared to be seated and undamaged.

9.4 VALVE DESCRIPTION

Attached to the subject6-in. valve yoke _.R a tag reading "Crane Co.
Cat. 465-I/2." The valve body c_ntainedthe foiJowingcast-in-place
designation:

46830
FS
6

CRANE
125S

200 WOG

Details on various Crane valves, includingthe No. 465-I/2 model, can be
found in Crane CatalogNo. 60 dated 1960 (Crane 1960).

The 6-in. 465-I/2 valve is described as a "125 Pound Ferrosteel Wedge
Gate Valve, Outside Screw and Yoke, with Bronze seat and Bronze Stem" (see
also p. 76 of the Crane catalog). The term "ferrosteel"more aptly describes
a gray cast iron in accordancewith American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM)A 126 Class B, with a minimum tensile strength of 31,000 Ibf/in2 (see
p. 3 of the Crane catalog). This class of cast iron covers the valve body and
bonnet. The valve yoke appears to be made of a lower strength (21,000 Ibr/in2
tensile strength)A 126 Class A cast iron. According to the Crane catalog,
the valve is suitable for temperaturesup to 450 °F.

9.5 INVESTIGATIONMETHODOLOGY

9.5.1 Removal from Pit

On June 14, 1993, Craft Services personnelentered the U-3 steam valve
pit, removed the valve, and cut out the sectionof tee and pipe (Figure9-i).
The tee/pipe sectionwas removedwith a hoist, placed on a pallet, metal-
banded to the pallet, and coveredwith several layers of clear plastic. The
bands did not touch any of the fracturedregions. The pallet then was
transportedto the 272E FabricationShop. The photograph in Figure 9-3 shows
the banded valve and tee/reducersection after they were unloaded at
Ro,ilA_nn PT_
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9.5.2 InitialCleaning

Before they were cleaned, the valve and tee/reducersections were
inspectedfor any unusual conditionsor appearances. Sand was scraped off by
fingernailin severalareas on both sections. Nothing significantwas found.

The valve was placed near a floor drain and a low-pressurewater stream
(est. <20 Ibf/in2) was applied to the valve (Figure 9-4). The water readily
removed most of the sand. A soft-bristlebrush was used periodicallyto
remove the more tenacious sand. The valve then was dried with pressurized
_hop air. After the valve was dry, it was sprayed with WD-402 to minimize
any further corrosion (Fiqure9-5).

Both ends of the reducerwere taped shut to prevent any water intrusion.
The flange remained face down on its circle of protrudingbolt ends. Low-
pressure water was sprayed mainly from above the '-educerto minimize any water
entry. Most of the sand was removed with the low-pressurewater, and some
periodic brushing removed the more adherent sand. The reducer was air dried
and coated with WD-40. The as-dried and WD-40-coatedtee/reducer is shown in
Figure 9-6.

9.5.3 PreliminaryExaminations

Visual Examinations. The broken valve and the tee/reducersection were
examined visually with a IO0-W trouble light in conjunctionwith a
4-in.-diameter2X magnifying lens with a small, circular 4X magnification
insert. One of the four valve bonnet support feet for the mating valve yoke
was cracked, as shown in Figure 9-7.

DimensionMeasurements. The dimensions of the valve and broken flange
and the tee/reducersectionwere taken with steel shop rulers and calibrated
equipmentoperated by a Quality Control technician.

Disassembly. Before the criticalvalve componentswere disassembled,
they were marked by vibro-etchingto ensure accurate identificationof all
components,includingtheir original orientation. Such marking was to ensure
that areas on which subsequent finer-scalecutting or sectioningwas conducted
could be clearly traced to their original locations. The original orientation
of each bolt and its attached nut was noted by vibro-etchingthe valve flange
at the intersectionwith at least two faces of each hex-head bolt and attached
nut and two faces of each square-headbolt and attached nut.

9.5.4 NondestructiveExamination

Magnetic particle examinationat Building 272E indicatedthe presence of
a crack running from the major circumferentialfracture face on the valve into
the body of the valve. The cracked region was sprayed with white dye-
penetrant developer (no dye penetrantwas used) to highlightthe crack. A
hand-heldpen points to the crack and the white-sprayedarea in Figure 9-8.

2WD-40 is a trademark of the Rocket Chemical Company.
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The presence of the secondarycrack suggesteda need for radiographic
inspection. The valve was taken to the 300 Area NDE facility. Radiographic
film, approximately4 by 12 in., wasn_placedthrough the throat of the valve.
The radiographicexposures used an "_Ir source. After the film was
developed, a second exposure was made on film circumferentiallydisplaced but
slightly overlappingthe location of the first film. Each successive film
progressed around the circumferenceof the circle of fracture.

The primary regionsexamined were the valve body adjacent to the
fracture ring and its twin region that still contained its flange. The more
central area of the valve body was thicker and contained bronze valve seats.
These features preventeda significantexposure of the film. Because
examiners believed that the other regions of interest would indicate the
occurrence of any significantamount of porosity or shrinkage during casting,
the central region was not re-x-rayed. Sections B and C of the 1.0-in.-thick
flange containing half of the fracture face (see Figure 9-9) were radiographed
to determine the extent of porosity. SectionA was not radiographedas it was
used as the source for tensile specimens (see Section 9.5.5).

9.5.5 Specimen Preparation

Metallurgicaland SEM specimen and specimen for surface chemical
analysis (SCA) were marked for cutting, as shown in Figure 9-9. The radial
cuts were made with a machine shop bandsaw. The cuts were made without fluid,
with a slow feed.

The samplesmarked SEM-I and SEM-2 were cut to obtain the respective
sections of fracture face. The sample marked SEM-2 is located at the areas
where the sand and colorationwere apparentlywashed off during the steam
venting following fracture. The adjacentMet-1 and Met-2 sampleswere cut to
allow an optical microscopicview of the fracture face (major crack path) and
its underlyingmetallurgicalgrain structure. The SCA-I appeared to contain a
heavier layer of surfacedeposit (laterdetermined to be mainly sand) and was
colored reddish-brown.

The SEM-I and SEM-2 samples were examined as is with the SEM and also
after cleaning. The SEM-3 sample was examined along with a fresh fracture of
the ligament region between the SEM-3 fracture face and its connecting flange.
The SEM-4 sample also was removed but not examined. The SEM-5 sample is the
broken valve bonnet foot, also shown in Figure 9-9. The latter was cut
further near its bottom hole. In addition,a fresh fracture surfacewas made
here and an additionalMet-5 sectionmade for further microscopicobservation.

Preparationof metallographicsamples followed the procedure noted in
ASM 1973. To expedite inspection,a quick-mount(self-settingresin) was used
insteadof the usual mounting material, which requires a longer curing time.

Rough and fine grinding observed the recommendationin ASM 1973 to
follow grinding by light etching for each successivelyfiner paper. The
siliconcarbide papers ranged from 120 to 600 grit. Final grinding was done
with 3/0 paper and followed by light etching.
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Polishing involved the use of 1- and _-#m diamond paste on velvet cloths
with low naps. Nital in a 2% concentration was used for etching. The process
typically involved swab etching for 3 to 5 seconds.

Specimens selected for examination in the SEMwere cleaned further by
acetatetape moistenedwith acetone,wetting the fracture surfacewith
acetone, pressing the tape firmly onto the fracture surface, and peeling it
off after several minutes• This technique removedmost, but not all, of the
remainingsand and oxide film from the fr_,cturesurface.

The sections noted as A, B, and C in Figure 9-9 were retained for
possible future use. Section B was sent offsitefor fabrication and testing
of tensile spe1_imens.

The circumferentialfracture face shown in Figure 9-10 was cut with a
bandsaw from the valve body to determine the metallurgicalcharacteristicsof
the additional subsurfacecrack shown in Figure 9-10. After the fracture-face
ring was removed, another ring approximately3/8 to I/2-in. thick was also
sawcut from the valve body. This ring was sent to a commercial testing
laboratoryto determine BH levels at a number of centrally located azimuthal
positions around the ring's circumference.

9•6 RESULTS

9.6.1 Visual Examination

Visual examinationof the valve and the tee/reducershowed that visible
damage was limited to the valve and its mating fracturedflange. No damage
was apparent in the tee/reducer. The valve disc and bonnet sustained no
apparentdamage.

Valve damage was limited primarilyto the ring of fractured material
(Figure9-9) and one completelyfracturedbonnet foot (Figures9-7 and 9-9).
The stem, which was bent slightly, is described in Section 9.6.3.

Some probable impact damage was found on the outer edge of the
circumferentialfracture face of the valve, shown at the bottom of Figure 9-10
(directlybelow the expressednumber "6"). The apparent impact area is about
I to 1-I/4 in. long and at an angle approximately60° to the plane of the
fracture face. There is no matching or similardamage on the mating fractured
flange shown in Figure 9-11. Thus, the damage probably occurred when the
broken (and airborne)valve struck an adjacent region in the pit before
wedging itself between the vertical8-in.-diameterpipe and the adjacent
pit wall.

Another factor to be noted is the absenceof reddish-browncolor on the
valve fracture surface (Figure9-10) in comparison to the distinctly colored
region noted on the matching fracture surface on the flange, shown in
Figure 9-11. Removal of the color by further cleaning is discussed below
(Section9.6.5). The fact that it could be removed indicatesstrongly that
the red-markedareas did not representa crack or flaw that existed before
rupture. This assessment is corroboratedby SEM observationsthat are also
_o_r_hoA be!....
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As noted earlier, the fracture face shown in Figure 9-10, was sawcut
from the valve body. The additionalcrack that penetratedthe valve body (see
Figure 9-8) was apparent on both sides of the removed fracture ring.
Figure 9-12 is an approximate2X plan view of the origin of the additional
crack in the major fracture surface. Figure 9-13 is a photograph of the side
opposite that in Figure 9-12, showing the same crack penetratingthe back
surface. The numbers 10 and 11 are reference numbers that were vibro-etched
on the ring and its mating valve body. An attempt was made to open the crack
by pulling on the sides of the ring opposite the crack, but the crack did not
open appreciably.

Figure 9-14 is a higher magnificationof Figure g-13. lt shows an
unbroken ligament about one-fifthof the way through tne thickness of the ring
from the outside edge of the fracture. This unfracturedligament'strongly
suggests that this crack was secondaryto (i.e.,produced by) the primary
fracture and occurred as a consequenceof the way the flange separated from
the valve body. Thus, the valve fracturedid not originatefrom this region
of the ring.

9.6.2 Nondestructive Examination

Magnetic particle examination was conducted on the valve and the
tee/reducer components. Magnetic particle and some thickness measurements by
ultrasonic testing (UT) were madeon the tee/reducer component.

This examination indicatesthe presence of the secondarycrack already
noted in Figure 9-8, but this examinationfound no surfacedefects in the
tee/reducer.

The x-radiographyof the valve indicatedthat the body was sound and
relativelyclean. A small amount of shrinkagewas noted in one area. The
crack noted in Figure 9-8 also was evident in the radiograph. No porosity was
detected in flange pieces B and C.

9.6.3 Disassembly

Disassemblyconsistedmainly of unbolting the blind flange from the
valve, the broken flange from its mating tee, and the bonnet from the
valve body.

Each flange containedeight 3/4-in. hex-head bolts and nuts. The
bonnet-bodyassembly containedfourteen I/2-in.-diametersquare-headbolts
with hex-head nuts.

The untorquing force required for six of eight bolts in the broken
flange was in the range of 150 to 220 Ibf.ft. The two bolts whose nuts were
hidden behind the flange web (see top of Figure 9-11) averaged about
25 to 30 Ibf.ft. The untorquingforce for six of the eight bolts holding the
blind flange to the tee was less, ranging between about 100 and 200 Ibr.ft.
The remaining two bolts, whose nuts also were hidden by the flange web,
averaged about 30 Ibf.ft. The low-torque bolts were in the same location for
each flange. The low torques do not appear related to the valve fracture.
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The 1 I/8-in.diameter valve stem was removed and the extent of out-of-
straightnessmeasured. The stem appeared to be bent starting at about the top
of its acme thread. The disc end of the stem appeared to be bent a maximum of
approximately0.050 in.

_.6.4 Microstructure

The microstructuresof severalareas of the flange region adjacer,t to
the valve fracture face were examinedmicroscopically. The nature and
distributionof various phases in the microstructurecan provide information
relating to the strength and integrityof the cast iron. Furthermore,the
microstructureis affected by chemical composition. Results of chemical
analysis appear in Section 9.6.7.

In general, the microstructurewas typical of gray cast iron. The
material appeared metallurgicallyclean and contained no significantvoids or
shrinkage. Further, no secondarycracks were seen, except the one noted in
Figures9-8 and 9-12 through 9-14.

The term gray iron refers to a broad class of ferrouscasting alloys
normally characterizedby a microstructureof flake graphite in a ferrous
matrix. The mechanical and physical propertiesof gray iron are governed in
part by the shape, size, amount, and distributionof graphite flakes
(mechanicalproperty results are discussed in more detail in Section 9.6.6).
In turn, the form in which the graphite flake is deposited depends on such
factors as cooling speed and composition.

A method for evaluating graphite flake distributionand size is given in
ASTM A 247 and is also discussed in ASM 1988. There are five graphite flake
distributions,A to E. Type A graphite flakes are distributed randomly and
oriented throughoutthe matrix. This type of graphite is found in irons that
solidifywith a minimum amount of undercooling. Type B graphite is formed in
irons of near-eutecticcompositionthat solidifywith a greater amount of
undercoolingthan that associatedwith type A graphite. Rosettes containing
fine graphite are characteristicof type B. Type C graphite occurs in
hypereutecticirons, particularlythose with as high carbon content. Kish
graphite,as it is often called, appearsas straight and undistortedflakes or
very thick lumpy flakes. Large flakes of graphite are associatedwith irons
having a high carbon equivalent (See Section 9.6.7) and slow cooling rates.
Small flakes are desired when maximum tensile strength is needed. For
informationon types D and E, see ASTM A 247 or ASM 1988.

Cooling rate is important. In general, when cooling rate decreases,
pearlite decomposes progressivelyto a mixture of ferrite and graphite,
resulting in softer and weaker iron.

The microstructureof cast irons commonly contain graphite, ferrite,
cementite,and pearlite. An etching agent such as 2% Nital will reveal the
matrix phases in which the graphite flakes reside.

Ferrite is the soft, low-carbon,alpha iron phase that exhibits low
tensile strength but high ductility. Cementite is a hard, brittle
intermetalliccompound of iron and carbon (Fe3C). In hyper-eutecticande,,4. ,.,.,..1.4 •_=_.c irons, normal _-_ "-_ ..... led flake ,.,,,,_,,_h._ ._,.,,, _-h.-.o,,_o.._, Q.,,,te arises .......... ic
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transformationand is depositeddirectly from the liquid and not indirectly
from carbide decomposition. Pearlite is the eutectoidtransformationproduct
and consists of alternatinglamellar plates of soft ferrite and hard
cementite. Pearlite possesseshigher hardness and tensile strength than
ferrite but lower ductility. Higher values of hardness are found in pearlite
with finer interlamellarspacing.

The dominant type of graphite flake distributionin Op-Met I
(Figure9-15) and Op-Met 2 (Figure9-17) is primarilytype A, referred to as
"uniformdistributionrandom orientation." A small amount of type C graphite
flake, referred to as "superimposedflake size random orientation,"also
appears to exist in both sections. The presence of some type C graphite
appears to correlatewith the near-eutectic,and possibly hyper-eutectic,
compositionof the valve (see Section 9.6.7 for alloy chemical analysis
results). The microstructureof the broken bonnet foot (noted only as SEM-5
in Figure 9-9), not shown, containedmainly type B rosette graphite flakes.

The higher magnificationof Op-Met I and 2 (500 X, Figures 9-16
and 9-18) shows islandsof soft ferrite (white areas) and pearlite
(alternatinglayers of ferrite and cementite). The presence of ferrite
islands may have occurred as a result of a slow cooling rate that allowedmore
time for carbon migrationwithin the austenite; it is also promoted by higher
silicon content, which favors the formationof graphite rather than cementite.
High values of carbon equivalent (CE) also promote transformationof ferrite
and graphite. As shown in Section 9.6.7, the carbon and CE levels are
relatively high. The siliconlevel of 2.18% is about mid range (approximately
1.8 to 2.4%).

9.6.5 Fractography

An SEM was used to examine a range of fractu:'esurfaces. The primary
purpose of this examinationwas to determinegeneral fracture topographic
characteristicsand to note any significantdifferences among the regions of
the fracture surfaces. Significantdifferencescould indicate that more than
one fracture mechanism occurred or that a crack had grown slowly by one
mechanism and then failed rapidly after a significantload increase.

A relativelywide range of fracture surfaceswas observed in the as-
failed state and later after cleaning. The surfaces were cleaned to determine
whether any portion of any remainingdeposits could be removed for a clearer
picture of what the fracture surface looked like shortly after final fracture.
A deposit that could not be removed readily might be related to fracture
surface corrosion that occurred after the fracture during steam venting. Some
fresh fracture surfaceswere produced to provide a reference condition.

The regions or samplesobserved were SEM-2, SCA-I, and SEM-5 (see
Figure 9-9 for sample layout). Fresh fractureswere obtained from the web
section of SEM-3 (body) and later from SEM-5, the broken bonnet foot. The
latter was a different casting but probably the same grade of cast iron as the
valve body. SEM-1 was examined for comparisonwith its diametrically-opposed
specimen,SEM-2. Later, SEM-I and SEM-2 were cleaned thoroughly, primarilyto
remove any small amountsof remaining sand and any steam-bornecorrosion-
inhibitingchemicals that might have been carried by the steam. Surface
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chemistry scans were conductedto help discern the differences among graphite
flakes,corrosion products,and deposited oxides.

Figures 9-19 and 9-20 are fractographstaken near the inner diameter
surfaceof SEM-2. In Figure 9-19 (150X),the gray areas were found to be
graphite flakes. Much of the remainingarea, as shown in Figure 9-20 (50OX),
appeared as an oxide covering. The next two fractographs(Figures 9-21
and 9-22) were taken in the central region of SEM-2. Here the surface appears
sharper and cleaner. There was slightly less oxygen detected in the area
shown in Figure 9-22. Cleaningthese surfaces in soapy water, a household
cleaning agent, and acetoneappeared to reduce the amount of oxygen detected
and made the surfaces look similar.

A fresh fracture is shown in Figure 9-23 (SEM-3). Here the graphite
flakes are more obvious and the amount of oxygen is significantlyless. The
"blocky" character of the fracture surface in Figure 9-23 was typical of
essentiallyall the surfaces,but was most pronouncedin SEM-5 (Figure9-24).
Because the fresh fracture was produced by impact in the laboratory, this
blocky structureis not a result of an intergranularstress-corrosiontype of
crack-growthprocess.

9.6.6 Mechanical Properties

The mechanical propertiesof gray iron are governed or affected by a
number of factors:

• Graphite flake amount, size, shape, and distribution
• Alloy composition
• Section size, which governs cooling rate.

These factors are interrelated. For example, a required tensile
strengthcan be achieved by more than one chemical composition,and
compositionalone does not determineproperties. A discussion of these
effects is importantfor qualifyingthe tensile strength and hardness data
obtained from the broken valve.

Gray iron is usually specifiedentirely by tensile strengths of
standard,separatelycast test bars, and compositionis mentioned only when
some specialproperty is required. ASTM A 126-84,the controlling standard
for valves, calls out three gray-iron strength levels (A, B, or C which
relate to nominal tensile strength levels of 21, 31 and 41 kip/in_) and only
maximum limits on sulfur and phosphorous. According to the Crane catalog,
class B is the minimum strength level of the broken valve based on a
separatelycast tensile bar. The ASTM A 48, Standard Specificationfor Gray
Iron Castings,which is also widely used for classifyinggray irons,
classifiescast irons accordingto the minimum tensile strength acceptable in
a specific test bar. These strengthsrange from 20 to 60 kip/in2.

ASTM A 126 -84 also allows the manufactureror foundry to substitute
test specimensand testingprocedures in accordancewith SpecificationA 48.
The equivalent classes in A 48 are shown in Table 9-1.

For A 126 Class B material, the correspondingA 48 class materials and
nominal strength levels are 35 kip/in 2 (Class 35A) for a O.5-in dia. specimen,
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30 kip/in2 for 0.51 to 1.0-in.dia., and 30 kip/in2 for a diameter greater
than 1.0 in. The tensile specimensthat were removed from the 1.0-in. flange
of the broken valve, had a O.5-in. dia.; they are discussed later. The
1.0-in.dimension is the controllingdimensionwith respect to Table 9-I.

The mass effect associatedwith increasingsection thickness or
decreasing cooling rate, and its strong effect on strength, is much more
pronouncedin gray iron than in cast steel. The mass effects in cast steel
result in increasedgrain size in heavy sections. This statement also applies
to gray iron, but the most imports.hteffects result in changes in graphite
size, distribution,and the amount of combined carbon.

For any given gray-iron compositionthe rate of cooling from the
freezing temperatureto below about 650 °C (1,200 °F) determines the ratio of
combined graphiticcarbon, which controls th_ hardness and strength of the
cast iron. Thus, the effect of section size in gray iron is considerably
greater than in the more homogeneousferrousmetals in which cooling rate does
not affect the form and distributionof carbon throughoutthe metal structure.

The range of actual strengthsin class 20 and class 30 gray irons
(nominallytensile strengthsof 20 and 30 kip/in_) is shown in Table 9-2.
Class 20 gray iron can vary from a high of 40 kip/ink at about 1/4-in.
thicknessto a low of 12 kip/ink at an approximate4-in. thickness. Similarly
class 30 gray iron varies from about 45 kip/in2 (I/2-in.diameter) to about
20 kip/in_ (4-in.diameter). Ostensiblythe section size at which the rated
strengthequals the actual strength is about I-I/4 in. In the subject broken
valve, thicknessesvaried from about 1.0 in. in the flange to about 5/8-in. at
the fracture region.

Normally,the only mechanical property used to classify gray cast irons
is tensile strength. Percentelongation,a measure of ductility, is known to
be low, varying typically from about 0.2 to about 0.75% with an average value
around 0.6%. Yield strength is not well-definedbecause the stress-strain
curve is non-linear,usually decreasingwith increasingstress. Thus the
modulus of elasticity is not a single number. Values of the modulus are
usuallyestimated by either the tangentmodulus or the secant modulus method.

Cast iron is also anisotropic. The modulus is higher in compression.
Compressionstrength is often three to four times higher than the
correspondingtensile strength.

Carbon affects tensile strengthsin several ways. First, the effect of
CE can be significant,as shown in Table 9-3. Here the strengthdecrease
(52 to 18 kip/in2),with increasingCE, is due primarily to an increase in the
amount of ferrite in the microstructureand to pearlite coarsening. Second,
increasingthe maximum length of graphite flakes has a strong inverse effect
on tensile strength (48 to 22 kip/in_),as shown in Table 9-4. A cursory
examinationof Op. Met 1 and 2 (Figures9-15 and 9-17) shows the maximum flake
lengths to be about 0.024 and 0.031 in., respectively. These lengths alone
indicatethat the valve strengthwould be at the low end of the range based on
section thickness(Table 9-2).
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Hardness is important, as it can be used as a measure of cast iron
strength. Hardness is a measure of the resistanceof a material to surface
indentationor abrasion. In metals, hardness is a measure of their resistance
to permanentor plasticdeformation.

One test of hardness is the static indentationtest in which a ball,
diamond cone, or pyramid is forced into the material being tested. The
relationshipof total test force to the area or depth of indentationprovides
the measure of hardness. The BH test is most often used because the larger
diameter of the indentorprovides an average of the various microconstituents
present in the iron. Individualconstituentsof gray cast-iron microstructur_
have BH levels as shown in Table 9-5. The hardness ranges for various
combinationof gray iron microstructuresare shown in Table 9-6.

Tensile Strenqth and H.ardnessData from Broken Valve

Three tensile specimensof 0.5 in diameter (see Figure 9-7) were removed
from flange section B. BH measurementswere made on the tensile specimen
blanks before they were machined into tensile specimens. Before tensile
testing, a strain-gaugedtest specimenwas placed in the tensile test machine
to determine the amount of bending in that specimen produced by the test-
machine/specimencombination. Bend stress levels for test-machineload levels
of 1,200 and 2,400 Ib were all less than 10%. The values ranged from
3.6 to 8.3%.

The tensile strength and accompanying_H values are shown in Table 9-7.
The averagetensile strength was 15.9 kip/in. This value is less than the
31 kip/in_ called for in A 126 Class B material including the effect of
section size. The average hardness level was BH 139. The average hardness
level was consistentwith the average tensile stress. For the same BH level,
Angus (1960) showed that cast iron strength levels could range from
approximately15 to 20 kip/in2.

Because the tensile strength values were low, BH hardness readings were
taken from a ring of material removed from the valve about 0.5 in. below the
circumferentiallyfracturedregion. The BH readings were made adjacent to the
vibro-etchedvalve referencenumbers0 through 9. The BH values were 0 = 130,
1 = 132, 2 = 130, 3 = 128, 4 = 132, 5 = 143, 6 = 136, 7 = 136, 8 = 140 and
9 = 130. The average BH value was 134. Even though the material thickness in
this area of the valve was approximately 5/8 -in., there was no significant
change in hardness from the thicker 1-in. section (139). In fact, the tensile
strength may be the same or even a little less than the 15.9 kip/in 2 average
value obtained from the tensile specimens. These lower strength values appear
to be consistent with the high CE value of the cast iron valves, the
relatively long graphite flakes, and the presence of soft ferrite in the
microstructure.

9.6.7 Chemical Analysis

Gray irons are in essence iron-carbon-siliconalloys containing small
quantities of other elements. As noted earlier, the term gray iron also
refers to a broad class of ferrous casting alloys normally characterizedby a
microstructureof flake graphite in a ferrousmatrix. Alloy chemical analysis
is a vital step in assessingthe strength and integrity of cast iron.
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The major elements in gray iron are carbon, silicon and iron. Both
carbon and silicon influencethe nature of iron castings. For example, a

class 20 _ray iron (the number 20 referring_o3a nominal tensile strength of20 kip/in ) contains 3.4 to 3.6% carbon and . to 2.5% silicon. Class 30
gray iron contains 3.10 to 3.30% carbon and 2.10 to 2.30% silicon. As the
strength level of gray iron increases (40, 50, and 60 kip/in2),carbon level
progressivelydecreasesand siliconcontent generally decreases.

The minor elements in gray iron are phosphorousand the two interrelated
elements manganese and sulfur, lt is importantthat the sulfur content be
balanced with manganeseto promote the formationof manganese sulfides.Trace
elements can include chromium,nickel, molybdenum,and others (ASM 1988).

The lowest melting point alloy, or eutectic, occurs with a carbon
content in the neighborhoodof 4.2 to 4.3% at a melting (freezing)point of
1,140 °C (2,080 °F) for a pure iron-cementitealloy and about 1,125 °C
(2,060 °F) for an iron-graphitealloy or cast iron. Additions of silicon
lower the percentageof carbon in the eutecticby about 0.33% for each
I% silicon added. With I% silicon, the eutectic would occur at approximately
3.97% of carbon. Additions of phosphorousaffect the eutectic carbon value to
about the same amount as silicon. None of the other elements normally present
(manganeseand sulfur)affect the eutectic significantly.

A cast iron may therefore have a compositionthat makes it hypo-
eutectic, eutectic,or hyper-eutecticwith regard to carbon. For example, the
well known iron-carbonequilibriumor phase diagram (ASM 1973, p. 275) shows
the graphical relationshipbetween temperatureand compositionlimits of
various iron-carbonphases. When describingcast irons by carbon content, the
usual method employed is the CE (Angus 1960) value in which

CE = Total Carbon + I/3 (Silicon% + Phosphorous%). (I)

According to Angus, it is CE, rather than total carbon level which
applieswith commercial irons when using the iron-carbonphase diagram.

Alloy chemical analysiswas conductedon material removed from the
flange section B (Figure9-9). Carbon level was determined by combustion.
The remaining detectableelements were determinedby spectroscopy. The
chemical content is shown in Table 9-8.

The cast iron compositionshown in Table 9-8 meets ASTM A 126
requirementsfor phosphorousand sulfur.

The CE value for the valve flange material is

CE = 3.66 + I/3 (2.18 + 0.132) = 4.43%. (la)

The eutectic value of carbon from the iron-carbonphase diagram
(ASM 1973) is 4.3%. Thus the CE value of 4.43% is slightly hypereutectic.
Hypereutecticcast irons display type C graphite flakes. As noted in
Section 9.6.4, a few type C graphite flakes appear in the samples shown in
Figures 9-15 and 9-17. Thus, the CE content appears to correlatewith the few
type C graphite flakes.
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The lower tensile strength, described in Section 9.6.6, also correlates
with the higher carbon and CE levels.

9.7 DISCUSSION

Metallurgicalfailure analysis of the ruptured valve involves a
progression. The steps in this progressionbegan with a site visit to
recommendthose points at which the broken flange and attached tee/reducer
should be removed from the steam line system. Followingremoval, the pieces
were examined visually and dimensions were taken. This step was followed by
limitedNDE by magnetic particleand radiographictechniques. Radiography
concentratedmainly on the fracturedregion and its mirror image region
adjacentto the unbroken flange. Bolt untorquinglevels were recorded as the
flange bolts and bonnet-valvebody bolts were removed. The microstructureof
the fracturedvalve and SEM analysis of its fracture surfaces also were
examined. Generally, photographswere taken at each stage of the operation.
A remnant of the valve flange was sent to a commercial testing laboratoryto
determinetensile properties,hardness levels, and alloy chemical composition.

Visual Examination. Visual examinationindicatesthat there were only
two fractureswithin the valve, with the second one of minor importance. The
major fracture occurred at the root of the flange adjacent to the connecting
6-in. tee/reducer (Figures9-6 and 9-11). The steam was expelled through this
opening. The minor fractureoccurred in one of the feet supporting the yoke
in the valve bonnet. The foot fracture probably occurred after the main
ruptureand probably was due to the impact of the airborne valve in the
confines of the pit. No steam escaped as a result of this fracture. Some
slight impact damage was noted on the edge of the valve fracture face, at the
bottom of the valve. It, too, appearedto have occurred after the main
rupture and probablywas due to the impact of the valve in the confines of the
pit. No similar damage was seen on the surface region of the mating fracture
that was still attached to the tee/reducer.

The broken flange that remained attachedto the tee/reducerwas reddish-
brown, mainly on the inner-halfof the fracture circumference,except for an
area approximately2-in. wide at the lowest point of the flange. This color
was removed from SEM sample surfacesby washing and was not visible on the
fractureface of the mating valve body. Thus, it must have been caused by
water-treatmentchemicalscarried in the steam that escaped in the time
between the rupture of the valve and the cessationof steam and water flow in
the system. Fractographicexaminationconfirmedthat this colored area did
not representeither a pre-existingflaw or a different fracture mode.

NondestructiveExamination. Nondestructiveexamination by magnetic
particletest indicateda secondarycrack in the valve body; the crack
appeared to emanate from the major circumferentialfracture. No other cracks
or defects were found either in the valve or the tee/reducer component.
Radiographyof the intersectingregions betweenthe valve flange and valve
body, includingthe fracturedregion, indicatedthat the valve material was
sound and free of any significantporosity or shrinkage. One radiograph
confirmedthe presence of the secondary crack noted by earlier magnetic
particle examination. Radiographsof portions of the broken valve flange
showed no detectable porosity or shrinkage.
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Metallographic Examination. Metallographic examination of the valve
body and bonnet showedno abnormalities. The microstructure was sound and
relativelyclean. No cracks were visible in the sectionsthat were examined.
Metallographyconfirmed that the valve body and bonnet were made of gray
cast iron.

Furthervisual examinationcombinedwith optical microscopy indicated
that the minor crack, leading from the outer surface of the fractured valve
and progressingpartway into the valve body, occurred as a consequenceof the
major fracture. Thus the major fracturedid not originatewithin the body of
the valve. Metallographicexaminationsalso correlatedwith the high carbon
and CE levels found through chemical analysis. Some Type C graphite flakes
seen matched the near-eutecticto hype-eutecticlevel of carbon. The valve
microstructurewas mainly pearlite with some islands of soft ferrite.

Disassembly. Disassemblyof the broken valve flange from its tee
connection and of the blind flange from the unbroken portion of the valve
indicatedsome variations,probably insignificant,in untorquing levels. The
untorquingforces in the flangeswere on the order of 100 to 220 Ibf.ft. The
two bolts at the top of each flange,within the shadow of the upper flange
web, showed reduced untorquingforces of about 30 Ibf-ft. These lower forces
on two of the eight bolts in each flange did not appear related to the
fracture.

Fractography. Examinationof fracture surface samples in the SEM
indicatedthat the fracturemechanismwas essentiallythe same in
diametricallyopposed samples removed from the flange fracture face and in the
sample removed from the broken bonnet foot. Further cleaning of the fracture
faces removeddeposits of oxide and sand. Fresh fracture surfaces made by
impact in the laboratory indicatedthat some limited corrosion had occurred,
as expected, on the valve fracture faces during steam venting. The colored
deposit appearingonly on the broken flange surfaceattached to the
tee/reducerwas identifiedbut was easily removed from the fracture face, an
indicationthat it came from the venting steam. No similar deposit was noted
on the matching fracture face associatedwith the valve body. The valve body
separatedduring the event and thus had no furthercontact with system steam
and water. The similaritybetween the laboratory impact-fracturesurfaces and
the valve fracture surfaces indicatesthat the valve experiencedloadings
beyond its normal load-carryingcapacity.

Chemical Ana!ysis. The chemical analysis results for the valve material
met ASTM A 126 requirements. The high carbon and CE levels imply a reduced
tensile strength.

Mechanical Properties and Hardness. The tensile strength of the
1.0-in.thick flange portion of the valve was low, averagingabout
15.9 kip/in2. The BH levels were also low (averagingabout 139) consistent
with the lower average tensile strength. According to ASTM A 126, the minimum
strength in a separately cast tensile bar should be 31 kip/in2. Allowing for
section size difference is not enough to compensate for the decreased valve
strength.

The BH numbers also were taken in the vicinity of the approximately
5/8-in.-thickcircumferentialfracture area. These hardness levels averaged
about 134. Thus the strength of the valve in the vicinity of the valve
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fracturewas about the same (15.9 kip/inz) or possibly slightly less. The
reduced strength level, almost 50%, also correlatedwith the valves relatively
high CE value, relativelylong maximum length of graphite flakes, and the
presence of soft ferrite in the microstructure.

These results indicate that the valve failed because its pressure
loading exceeded its load-bearingcapacity.

9.8 CONCLUSIONS

The valve appears to have failed because its pressure-loadingexceeded
its load-bearingcapacity. Values of tensile strength obtained from the
flange sectionof the valve, coupledwith BH measurementsin the flange and in
the neighborhoodof the fracturedregion,were lower than the minimum level
stipulated by ASTM A 126. Microstructure,chemical analysis, includingcarbon
and carbon equivalentlevel, and maximum length of graphite flakes all appear
to correlatewith a reduced tensile strength. The valve metal app_._redsound
and fret of any porosity, flaws, cracks or corrosiondamage of any
significance.
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Figure 9-I. Fian View Sketch of 6-in. Pipe Containing Broken Valve End.
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Figure 9-2, View of Sand-Covered Broken Valve Still Attached to the
6-in. Tee Leg of the 8- by 4-in. Reducer (93060714-47CN).
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Figure 9-3. Valve and Tee Section Banded to Pallet, after Arrival
at Building272E, 200 Area. (93060714-38CN)
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Fi!}(1)e 9 4 L(_w-PressuFe Wat_F Washing of B+-oken Valve. (93060714 8{.N)
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Figure 9-5. 6-in. Valve, Cleaned, Forced-Air Dried and
Spray-Coated with WD-40. (93060714-12CN)
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Figure 9-6° lee/ReducerSectionCleaned, Forced-Air Dried, and
Spray-Coatedwith WD-40. (93060714-19CN)
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Figure9-7. CrackedValveBonnetFoot (oneof fouryoke legs shown
abovecrackedfoot). (g3060714-16CN)
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Figure 9-8. Location of an Additional Crack Penetrating the Valve Body
off the Major Circumferential Fracture Surface. (93060738-3CN)
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Figure 9-9. Layout of Specimensin FracturedValve for Metallographic
and Scanning ElectronMicroscope Observationand Surface

Chemical Analysis. (93061015-ICN)
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Figure 9--I0. View of Valve Fracture Face and Probable Impact
Damage Region. (93060714-18CN)
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li!llJ_e 9 ]] View of Mating Flange Fracture Face ShowinU Re_J_Ji,,i_l<_uwrl
Stained Rt,uions. (93060714-22CN)
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Figure 9-12. Close-UpView of Valve Fracture Face and Additional Crack.

(93223A 2X)

11 10 _+
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Figure 9-13. Close-UpView of Back Side of Figure 9-12 Showing
PenetratingCrack. (93223B 2X)
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Figure 9-14. Higher MagnificationView of Crack in Figure 9-13
Showing Unbroken Ligament. (93223L-4X)

Figure 9-15. Cross Sectionof FracturedValve Showing Crack Path and
Microstructure,50X (2% nital etch; Op Met-l). (93211A)
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Figure o+16. Higher Magnification View (50OX) of Figure 9-15 Showing
Graphite Flakes, Pearlite, and Ferrite (light areas)

(2% nital etch; Op Met-l). (93211B)

Figu_-e9-17. Cr¢.ssSection of Fractured Valve Showing General
Microstructure, 50X (2% nital etch; Op Met-2). (93212C)
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Figure 9-18. Higher MagnificationView (500X)of Figure 9-17 Showing
Typical Graphite Flakes,Pearlite,and Ferrite

(light areas;Op Met 2). (93212B)
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Figure 9-19. Scanning ElectronMicroscope-2Fracture SurfaceNear the
InteriorDiameter Surface, 150X. (Photo 10"26)

Figure 9-20. Higher MagnificationView (50OX) of Figure 9-19 Showing
ParticulateDeposits,Believed to be Mainly Oxides. (Photo 10"32)
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Figure 9-21. Scanning ElectronMicroscope-2Fracture Surface
Near the Center of SEM-2, 150X. (Photo 10:44)

Figure 9-22. Higher MagnificationView (50OX) of Figure 9-21
Showing ReducedAmount of Oxide Deposit. (Photo No. 10:48)
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Figure 9-23. Fresh FractureSurface,Specimen 3A-I, Near SEM-3, 150X.
(Photo 11"12)

Figure 9-24. FractureSurface, Characteristicof SEM-5, 30OX. (Photo 16"16)
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Figure 9-25. Tensi]e Test, Specimen Geomet,ry.
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Table 9-1. Equivalenceof A 126 to A 48 Class Gray Cast Irons for Three
Tensile Specimen Diameters.

Specimen Diameters

Specification Under 0.5 in. .51 to 1.0 in. Over 1.0 in.
A 126 Class

A 25A 20B 20C

B 35A 30B 30C

C 45A 40B 40C

Table 9-2. Effect of Specimen Diameter on Tensile Strength,
Class 20 and 30 Gray Irons.

Element Concentration Acceptable Iimits
(wt. %) (max)

per ASTMA 126-84,

Carbon 3.66 --

Man_lanese 0.87 --

Silicon 2.18 --

Phosphorous O.132 0.75

Sulfur 0.065 0.15

Chromium 0.05 --

Molybdenum 0.02 --

Iron Balance --,,,

Table 9-3. Effect of Carbon Equivalent on Gray-lronTensile Strength.
(ASM 1990)

CE (%) Tensile Strength
(kip/in2)

3.5 52

3.75 45

4.0 40

4.25 30

4.5 2-2

4.6 18
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Table 9-4. Effect of GraphiteMaximum Flake Length on Strength.
(ASM 1990)

Maximum Flake Length Tensile Strength
(in.) (kip/iRt)

O.008 48

0.010 42

0.015 35

0.020 30

0.025 27

0.032 22

Table 9-5. Hardness and Ductility of Basic Cast-lronMicroconstituents.
(Angus 1960)

Material Hardness (BH) Ductility

Ferrite 70- 150 Ductile

Pearlite 175 - 330 Moderately
ductile

Cementite 800- 1,100 Brittle

Table 9-6. Hardness Ranges for Various Combinationof Gray Iron
Microstructures. (ASM 1988)

Microstructure Hardness (HB)

Ferrite + Graphite 110 -140

Pearlite + Graphite 200 - 260
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Table 9-7. Room TemperatureTensile Strength and Brinell Hardness (BH) Values
from SpecimensRemoved from the Broken Valve Flange.

BrinellHardness (BH)

Specimen No. Tensile Rdg. I Rdg. 2 Rdg. 3

Strength)
.... (kip/in

L5794-1 16.3 125 137 150
,,, i, ii

L5794-2 15.3 132 131 154

L5794-3 16.2 135 131 152
, ,,,,

Table 9-8. Alloy Chemical Analysis Results of Valve Flange Section B.
(ASM 1990)

Class Diameter Tensile
of Tensile Strength
Specimen (kip/inz)
(in.)

,,, .,. ., ,

20 I/4, 40.,

20 I/2 34

20 I 25
.,

20 2 17
,, ,,.

20 3 14

20 4 12
., ..

30 I/2 45

30 I 36
,,.,

30 2 26
,..

30 3 23

30 4 20
.-
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10.0 STRESSANALYSIS

A stress analysis of the 6-in. valve that failed in the U-3 valve pit
was performed to estimate the over-pressurenecessaryto cause failure in the
valve in the manner observed and to predict the tensile stress in the valve at
its design pressure and temperature. The over-pressureis referred to
hereafter as an abnormal conditionwhile the design pressure is referred to as
a normal condition.

10.1 AS-BUILT CONFIGURATION

On its removal from the U-3 valve pit, the failed 6-in. valve was sent
to the 272E FabricationShops where its external dimensions and wall
thicknesseswere measured. A sketch of the valve with the appropriate
dimensions is shown in Figure 10-I.

10.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The material used for the 6-in. valve is cast iron, ASTM A-126, Grade B.
Propertiesfor this material at 300 °F, obtained from ANSI B31.1 (ASME 1986),
ASTM (1989),and Powell (1992),are as follows:

Tensile strength Surt : 31,000 Ibf/in2

Coefficientof m = 5.93 x 10.6 in/in °F
thermalexpansion

Modulus of elasticity E : 12.9 x 106 Ibf/in2

Elongation = 0.6%

Average impact energy = 2.6 Ibr.ft.

10.3 STRESS ANALYSIS CRITERIA

The followingcriteria were used to evaluate the 6-in. valve under
normal and abnormal conditions.

10.3.1 Allowable Stress for Normal Conditions

The maximum stress allowed, as specifiedin Power Piping_ ANSI/B31.1
(ASME 1986), for ASTM A-126 Grade B cast iron, is 3,000 Ibf/in:for
temperaturesup to 400 °F, which envelops the design temperaturefor this
system of 366 °F.
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10.3.2 Failure Stress for Abnormal Conditions

Cast iron is a brittlematerial, as is evident by the low values for
elongation and impact energy. Therefore, the material will fail or fracture
when the maximum principal stress reaches the tensile strength for the
material.

Results from tests of the actual valve material and adjustmentsto the
test data (Section 9.6) indicate that the actual tensile strength for the
valve material at the fail_re location is approximately15,900 Ibf/in2 which
is less than 31,000 Ibf/in_, the minimum value specifiedfor ASTM A-126
Grade B cast iron. Therefore, in this stress analysis, both the minimum
specifiedvalue of 31,000 Ibf/in2 and a degraded strength value of
20,000 Ibr/in2 are used to estimate the minimum pressure required to cause the
valve to fail.

I0.4 STRESS ANALYSIS

The stress analysis of the 6-in. gate valve involved assessing stresses
on the valve body under normal operating conditionsand under conditions
resulting from the condensation-inducedwater hammer.

The methods used in the evaluation of normal conditions included hand
calculationsand finite-elementanalyses. The hand calculationsevaluated the
stresses at the critical sections of the valve body and gate disc as a result
of deadweight and pressure loadings. The evaluation of the abnormal
conditions used finite-elementanalysis.

The critical sectionconsists of a circular cross sectionwith a
6-in. inside diameter and a minimum wall thicknessof 0.5 in.

The finite-elementmodel used the measured wall thicknessesof the
valve. The valve is a complex three-dimensional(3D) structure. However, the
failed section, adjacent to the attached flange, is some distance from the 3D
regions, such that an axisymmetricfinite-elementmodel could be developed to
simulate the critical region of the valve (Figure10-2). The COSMOS/M
computer code (SRAC 1991a) was used for the finite-elementanalysis.

Internalpressureswere applied to study the resulting stress
distributionsin the valve. The followingboundary conditions were appl.ied.

• Gap elements were modelled on the face of the valve flange to simulate
the connection between the valve flange and flange attached to the
8- by 8- by 6-in. tee. The opening and closing of gaps was important in
ensuring the proper transfer of loadings from the valve to the tee.
Friction was not included in the gap elements. The nodes of gap
elements on the flange from the tee were fixed.

• Because the gate was closed, internalpressure was applied to the inside
surface of half of the valve body and to one side of the valve gate.
The normal forces on the valve gate as a result of the pressure were
calculated and applied to the valve body as axial forces.
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• The preload on the flange bolts was chosen to correspond to the yield
strength of the bolt material. In this case, the bolt was loaded to an
assumed tensile stress of 45,000 Ibr/in2.

10.4.1 Normal Conditions

Various portions of the 6-in. valve assemblywere assessed for stresses
under normal operating loads. The valve body at the critical section and the
valve gate disc were analyzed. The loads includeddeadweight and internal
pressure. Normal operatingloads were an internal pressure of 125 Ibf/inz
(gauge)and 353 °F.

Hand calculationsindicateda deadweight stress of 113 Ibf/in2 at the
critical cross section. Internal pressure acts on the valve body and its
attached components. Finite-elementanalysis at the operating pressure of
125 Ibf/in2 showed the maximum axial tensile stress to be 1,690 Ibr/in2, which
occurred at the outside surfaceof the criticalcross section (Figure 10-3).
The stress limit under normal conditions is 3,000 Ibf/inZ;thus, the valve
satisfiesthe limits for the combinationof loadings from deadweight and
pressure.

By hand calculations,the shear stress in the valve gate disc is
estimatedconservativelyto be 325 Ibf/inz and the bending stress to be
4,250 Ibf/in2 under the 125 Ibf/in2 operatingpressure. Because of the very
local nature of the bending stress, the shear stress is considered to be the
governing stress; it is below the stress limit. The valve did not fail at the
gate disc.

Closure of the gate in the 6-in. valve preventedpressure from reaching
the blind flange attached to the end of the valve. During normal conditions,
no additional stresses develop in the blind flange or the attaching bolts.

10.4.2 Abnormal Conditions

Stress calculationsfor the valve body includedthose from exposure to
the condensation-inducedwater hammer. The hydraulicanalysis indicatesan
estimatedpressure pulse in the range of 1,500 to 3,000 Ibf/inz (gauge)for
the duration of a few milliseconds.

The critical sectionon the valve is near the junction of the valve body
and the attached flange. Rel_,tivelyhigh local axial tensile stresses can
develop under internalpressure loadings at the critical section because of
the differentialdisplacementof the stiff flange and the relatively flexible
valve body. A high-pressureforce exerted on the valve gate also generates a
high bending moment at the critical section.

Finite Element Analysis

An internal pressure of 2,255 Ibf/inz (gauge)results in a maximum axial
tensile stress (av)of 31,000 Ibf/in2 (Figure 10-4),which is the specified
minimum ultimate tensile strength of the valve body material, ASTM A-126
Grade B cast iron. The maximum axial tensile stress occurs on the outside
surfacejust off the flange junction where the valve body failed.
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An internal pressure of 1,803 Ibf/in2 (gauge)results in a maximum axial
tensile stress (oy) of 20,000 Ibf/in2 (Figure10-5), which is the degraded
tensile strength value applied in this analysis to representthe strength of
the actual material.

The internal pressure can be separatedinto two loading components:the
radial pressure on the inside surfaceof the valve body and the axial pressure
on the gate disc that can be converted into axial force exerted on the valve
body. The majority (17,000Ibf/in2) of the axial stress (Ov)resulting from
the pressure loading at the critical section is contributedby the axial force
loading because of pressure on the disk, and a much smaller stress of
3,000 Ibr/in2 is contributedby the radial pressure on the valve body
(Figures10-6 and 10-7).

10.4.3 Dynamic Analysis

When a load is applied suddenlyto a structure,the response of the
structureto the load can be amplifiedbeyond the effect of the same load
applied in a static manner. This amplificationis the result of additional
inertial forces acting on the structure in combinationwith the load. The
magnitudeof this amplificationdepends on the duration of the load and the
natural frequencyof the structure. For an instantaneouslyapplied load on a
single-degree-of-freedomstructuralsystem, the maximum value for this dynamic
amplificationis a factor of 2 over the value that would be obtained for a
static load.

The pressure load on the 6-in. valve from the condensation-inducedwater
hammer is a near-instantaneousimpulse load. This type of loading occurs
because the valve is pressurizedby a pressure shock wave that travels through
the piping system.

The short sectionof 6-in. pipe, 9-in. long, that branches off the main
8-in. line to the 6-in. cast iron valve will respond primarilyas a single-
degree-of-freedomsystem in the axial direction. The main 8-in. line will act
as a fixed anchor when subjectedto short-durationimpulse loads because of
its large mass. The short 6-in. branch sectionwill act as a stiff spring
with the mass of the 6-in. valve at the end of the spring. The natural

frequencyfor this single-degree-of-freedomsystem i_ },035 Hz, based on avalve weight of 170 Ibf and a spring rate of 1.86 x 0 Ibf/in. for the short
section of 6-in. pipe. The weight of the water inside the valve was neglected
because its mass is low compared to the mass of the valve.

The full dynamic-amplificationfactor of 2.0 is achieved for a single-
degree-of-freedomsystem when an instantaneousload is applied if the ratio of
the duration of the load to the system period exceeds 0.5 (Clough 1975). At a
frequencyof 1,035 Hz, the period for this system is 0.97 ms. Therefore, the
duration necessary for the pressure load to develop the full dynamic
amplificationof the load is 0.5 ms, or approximately1.0 ms, if rounded up to
accountfor variances in the physical parameters for the system. Therefore,
dynamic amplificationof the pressure loading is possible since the pressure
duration is 10 ms or greater (see Section 8.6.4).
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For this evaluation,the dynamic amplificationof the pressure load is
conservativelyapplied only to the stressesresulting from an axially applied
load on the valve disk, not to the stressesresulting from a hoop-applied
load. The stress analysis performed at an internal static pressure of
I,_03 Ibf/in2 showed the maximum principalstress in the valve body to be
17,000 Ibf/in2 for an axially applied pressure load and 20,000 Ibf/in2 for the
axially and hoop-appliedpressure load combined. Thus, the axially applied
load accounts for approximately85% of the maximum principal stress in the
valve body. Therefore, a value of 0.85 x 2 = 1.7 was applied in this stress
analysis to accountfor dynamic amplificationof the pressure load.

The static pressuresnecessary for the maximum principal stress in the
valve body to reach 20,000 Ibf/in_ and 31,000 Ibf/in2 (the two failure stress
values evaluated in the stress analysis)were 1,803 Ibf/in2 and 2,255 Ibr/in2,
respectively. With a dynamic amplificationfactor of 1.7 applied, the
pressure necessaryto fail the valve would be reduced to approximately
1,060 Ibf/in2 and 1,325 Ibf/in2, respectively,providing the duration of the
pressure pulse is longer than 1.0 ms.

10.4.4 Discussion

Thermal stresses

Rapid cooling (thermal shock) of the valve body by inrushingwater from
the water hammer can produce temperaturegradients through the valve wall and
result in thermal stresses. However, these thermal stresses were not included
in the estimates of the pressuresrequired to fail the valve.

A length of time is needed for the temperaturegradient to develop
sufficientlyto affect the stresses in the outside surface of the valve, where
the maximum principaltensile stress occurred from the pressure load. In
addition, if the temperaturechange at the inside surface is prolonged, the
thermal gradient through the valve will be reduced to the point that it no
longer affects the stress at the outsi_e surface.

Before the water hammer event occurred,water may have partially filled
the horizontallength of pipe long enough for the through-walltemperature
gradient to diminish;even so, a temperaturedifferentialwould remain between
the upper and lower sections of the valve. This differentialwould induce

. non-axisymetricthermal stresses that would vary at the outside surface of the
valve from compressiveto tensile.

During the water hammer, any volume inside the valve not previously
filled with water would be subjectedto a rapid thermal shock. However, the
resultingthermal gradient would not have time to develop an effect at the
outside surfacebefore the maximum tensile stress occurs at the outside
surface.

Thus, thermal shock to the valve varies in location,magnitude, and
duration. This variabilitywill lead to varying thermal stresses at the
outside surfaceof the valve that are expected to be tensile at some point
around the critical fracture line. Because cast iron is a brittle material,
failure resuiting from any loading at one point in this material would
initiate failure across the entire valve section. Therefore, neglecting
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thermal stress is conservativewith respect to determining the lowest pressure
that could have caused the valve to fail.

Fatlgue

Brittle castings r.anbe susceptibleto fatigue failures. Literature on
grey cast iron (Powell 1992) indicatesthat several hundred loading cycles are
requiredto reduce the failure strength of the material substantially.
Additionally,no evidence of fatiguewas found during the detailed examination
of the valve (see Section9.0). Therefore, fatigue failure is not expected to
be a viable condition for the valve under the abnormal loading.

10.5 FRACTU,:EMECHANICSANALYSIS

The fracturedvalve in the U-3 stean,_valve pit was analyzed by means of
linear elastic fracturemechanicsmethodology as set forth in the ASME Boiler
and Pres ure Vessel Code (ASME 1992), SectionXI, Appendix A. The purpose of
the fracturemschanics analysiswas to determinethe size of crack (flaw) that
could be an initiatorof failure under the loadingconditions experienced by
the valve.

First, the axial and bending stresses at the fracture surface were
calculated. Two stress categorieswere defined: stresses caused by the
pressure and stresses caused by the influenceof the rigid flange close to the
frar.turedsurface. The closed-formsolutionwas used for the stress analysis.
The stresses ,ere calculatedfor an internal pressure of 2,400 Ibr/in2
(gauge).

Axial stress resultingfrom the pressure (PR/2t) is 7,800 Ibr/in2.
Bending stress resulting from flange rigidity is 24,080 Ibf/in2. Although the
stresses in the valve material used in the fracturemechanics analysis differ
slightly from those obtained in the detailed finite-elementanalysis,the
conclusionsbelow regarding flay-inducedfailure are appropriatebecause of
the relativelylarge flaw sizes involved.

The fracture mechanics analysis results are summarizedbelow.

• The stress intensityfactor for postulated small cracks was calculated.
The results for surfacecracks varying in length from 0.02 to 0.2 in.
indicate a stress intensityfactor in the range of 4,021 to
11,370 (Ibf/in2)in.°'s. The literaturereDorts a fracture toughness in

2 0,5
the range of 5,000 to 25,000 (Ibr/in)in. " (Gray 1983). If an average
value of 15,000 is assumed for the fracture toughness,the conclusion is
that cracks of these sizes will not cause fracture.

2
• The critical crack size was calculated for a pressure of 2,400 Ibr/in

and a toughness in the range of 10,000 to 25,000 (Ibf/in2)in°'s. The
analysis shows the critical size (crarkdepth) to range from 0.123 to
0.771 in. with correspondinglengths ranging from 0.62 to 3.86 in.

Thus, the conclusion is that the failuredid not result from an existing
cr_ck in the valve because cracks of the size needed for failure would have
been detected in the detailed post-accidentexaminations.
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10.6 SUMMARY

Table 10-I summarizesthe pressure loadin_ necessary to produce maximum
calculated stressesof 20,000 and 31,000 Ibr/in on the valve body for
dynamic amplificationfactors of 1.0 and 1.7. The measured tensile strength
of the valve body material was 15,900 Ibr/inz, and the thermal-hydraulic
analysis (Section8.6.4) calculates a condensation-inducedwater hammer
pressure pulse of 1,000 lbf/in2 or 1,500 to 3,000 Ibf/in2, depending upon the
location and mechanism generatingthe over-pressure. The stress analysis,
therefore, indicatesthat it is highly likely that dynamically-amplified
condensation-inducedwater hammer loadingwas of sufficientmagnitude to cause
failureof the 6-in. valve.
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Figure 10-I. Dimensions of the Failed 6-in. Valve.
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Figure10-2. Finite-ElementModel.
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Figure 10-3. Axial Stress Distribution as a Result of an Internal Pressure
of 125 Ibf/in z (Gauge).
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Figure 10-4. Axial Stress Distribution as a Result of an Internal Pressure
of 2,250 Ibr/in2 (Gauge).
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Figure 10-5. Axial Stress Distributionas a Result of an Internal Pressure
of 1,803 Ibr/inz (Gauge).
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Figure 10-6. Axial Stress Distributionas a Result of an Internal Pressure
of 1,803 Ibf/inz (Gauge)without Radial Pressure Component.
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Figure 10-7. Axial Stress Distribution as a Result of an Internal Pressure
of 1,803 Ibf/in 2 (Gauge) without Axial Force Component.
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Table 10-I. Pressure Loading for Maximum Calculated Stresses for Valve Body.

Maximum (Ibf/in2) Dynamic Amplification Pressure (Ibf/in2) Load
Stress Factor

31,000 1.0 2255

20,000 1.0 1803

31,000 1.7 1325

20,000 1.7 1060
•
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